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i
Abstract
This thesis examines East Kilbride between 1968-1979. East Kilbride was the first New Town in
Scotland, a postwar reform initiated by the British government in 1946 to relocate residents of
Britain’s over-crowded cities into new suburban towns. Receiving this distinction in May 1947,
the former village of East Kilbride grew from 2,500 residents to nearly 60,000 in 1968. This
thesis utilizes East Kilbride as a case study through which to illuminate elements of postwar
Scottish history. This is accomplished through an analysis of a key decade in postwar Scottish
history from the perspective of three primary forms of identity: Scottish, British and global.
Employing techniques from place marketing studies, analysis of these identities reveals the
town’s connections to many well-studied events and phenomena in contemporary Scotland. The
archival research conducted in this thesis principally examines sources found in the South
Lanarkshire Council Archive’s East Kilbride facility, interrogating how these identities are
portrayed and contested in these materials.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In November 1968, Her Royal Highness the Princess Margaret and her husband, the Earl of
Snowdon, visited East Kilbride as part of the town’s 21 st anniversary celebrations. Though the
village of East Kilbride had existed since the 13th century, these celebrations commemorated its
founding as a New Town in May 1947. While in East Kilbride, the Princess officially opened the
town’s computerized Inland Revenue PAYE Centre – the first of its kind in Scotland – while also
attending local functions such as visiting factories, housing developments and “the new Civic
Centre”. The official account of the visit states that “[t]he townspeople gave the Royal Visitors a
most enthusiastic welcome” culminating in “an unprecedented gathering of people in the
Westwood Neighbourhood Centre”.1
The visit of Princess Margaret encapsulates the enthusiasm with which East Kilbride had
been met following its designation as a New Town. A postwar program brought into existence
with the New Towns Act 1946, New Towns were designed to resettle residents of Britain’s overcrowded cities into new suburban developments. East Kilbride was Scotland’s first New Town,
with the village of 2,500 receiving this distinction on May 6, 1947. Over the following twentyone years East Kilbride had grown tremendously, reaching 36,000 residents in 1963, 2 and nearly
60,000 by the time of the Princess’ visit. 3 Commensurate with this increase in population was the
construction of more than 16,000 houses in the town, alongside factories for major British
companies like Rolls-Royce and Sunbeam. 4 Despite this rapid growth East Kilbride is mostly
absent in histories of postwar Scotland, with only a few texts engaging directly with the town.

1

Annual Report of the East Kilbride Development Corporation for the Year Ended March 31, 1968, 63. For the sake
of brevity, future references to these reports will be shortened to “Annual Report,” followed by the fiscal year
which the given report covers.
2
East Kilbride Historical Guide, 1320 to 1970 (Glasgow: William Hodge & Company, 1970), 12.
3
Annual Report, 1969, 54.
4
East Kilbride Historical Guide, 12-13.
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This thesis examines East Kilbride between 1968-1979 and uses the town as a case study
to illuminate elements of postwar Scottish history. East Kilbride is valuable to this end both
because of its distinctiveness from other Scottish towns as well as how it interacts with some of
the prevailing themes of postwar Scottish history, such as the maturation of the welfare state and
industrial decline. This thesis studies how East Kilbride’s planners and promoters sought to
fashion a distinctive place for the New Town through stressing its connections to Scotland,
Britain and the world. This thesis examines three of the primary identities which were at the
centre of visions of East Kilbride and analyzes how they are represented in archival sources
between 1968-1979. In Chapter 2 this thesis looks at East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how it
is portrayed as such, while Chapter 3 interrogates East Kilbride as British and its depictions.
Finally, Chapter 4 scrutinizes East Kilbride’s global identity and how it is presented as globally
connected. These are not the town’s only identities, but they are those which best show how East
Kilbride furthers our understanding of postwar Scottish history. This thesis is grounded in
archival material held at the South Lanarkshire Council Archive’s East Kilbride facility. 5
In his introduction to Zygmunt Bauman’s Identity, Benedetto Vecchi defines identity as
“a socially necessary convention”. This definition, he goes on, contests a popular understanding
of identity pervasive at the time Identity was written, one in which the “politics of identity”
threatened to “dominate the world stage”. 6 This thesis accepts Vecchi’s way of understanding
identity but necessarily elaborates upon it. Fundamentally, this thesis holds identity to be both an
exterior and interior way of seeing, understanding and depicting oneself, impacting how one
perceives the world. This broader definition of identity is based on the work of Stephen Reicher,

5

These archives are currently held by the South Lanarkshire Council Archives and Information Service at 30
Hawbank Road, East Kilbride.
6
Benedetto Vecchi, “Introduction by Benedetto Vecchi,” in Identity: Conversations with Benedetto Vecchi
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), 7.

3
Nick Hopkins and Kate Harrison in their chapter of Understanding National Identity. Inquiring
into “Why Scottish Identity Matters for Scottish Society,” they remark that “we tend to think of
our identity in the singular as if we have but one identity”. They go on, noting that reality is often
less simple: when one is asked “who am I?” the question-asker will receive answers ranging
from “personal characteristics” to “group memberships”. Building upon the surveys of national
identity carried out by authors like David McCrone and Frank Bechhofer,7 Reicher et al. are able
to show how identities can be made more or less relevant for individuals through stimulation, as
well as how identity impacts the way that one comprehends the world around them. 8 This thesis
aims to do likewise for East Kilbride, showing how some of the town’s identities are depicted in
period archival sources while also noting how these identities interact with events of this period.
This thesis as well builds upon current scholarship on identity as a tool for conducting
historical research. Two ideas discussed by Zygmunt Bauman are especially powerful to this
end. The first of these contributions is Bauman’s idea of how the “liquidity” of modern life
demands fluidity with respect to identity. For Bauman, the circumstances of life in the late-20th
and early-21st century reject traditional conceptions of identity, with Bauman stating that
“‘belonging’ and ‘identity’ are not cut in rock” and that “they are eminently negotiable and
revocable”. He goes on to attribute this fluidity to the “fleeting chances and frail securities” of
this modern period, noting that “the old-style stiff and non-negotiable identities simply won’t
do.”9 In offering a snapshot of three of East Kilbride’s identities between 1968-1979, this thesis

7

For a recent work by these authors which compares Scottish, English and British national identity see David
McCrone & Frank Bechhofer, Understanding National Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015).
8
Stephen Reicher, Nick Hopkins & Kate Harrison, “Why Scottish Identity Matters for Scottish Society,” in
Understanding National Identity, edited by David McCrone & Frank Bechhofer (Basingstoke: Palgrave McMillan,
2009), 19-22.
9
Zygmunt Bauman, “Identity,” Identity: Conversations with Benedetto Vecchi (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), 11 &
27. Bauman also speaks to this concept later in Identity, stating that “[a] cohesive, firmly riveted and solidly
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endeavours to show this fluidity, specifically commenting on how these three identities develop
and shift over the course of this decade. Bauman’s other principle contribution to this thesis is
his discussion of the performativity of identity, stating that “[o]nce modernity replaced
premodern estates … with classes, identities became tasks which individuals had to perform”. 10
This thesis applies this concept to East Kilbride and asserts that the identities above are
performative, with this performativity being acted out in period archival sources.
Alongside Bauman, this thesis also draws from contemporary scholarship on Scottish
identity, extending several concepts from this field to study East Kilbride. Among the foremost
contributions of current work on Scottish identity is regarding its coexistence with other
identities. Work to this end includes T. C. Smout’s suggestion of the multiple “concentric
loyalties that make up those who see themselves as Scottish,”11 and the more sociologically
inclined research present in McCrone’s Understanding Scotland.12 This concept is used
throughout this thesis, and is moreover the basis for the assumption that East Kilbride had
multiple identities in this period. Another key concept which guides this thesis’ examination of
some of East Kilbride’s identities is the notion of “choosing identities,” an expression which
Murray Pittock goes on to equate to the ability to “acquire or shed beliefs at will”. 13 While this
thesis does not investigate the identities of East Kilbride’s residents nor how they understand

constructed identity would be a burden, a constraint, a limitation on the freedom to choose,” amidst the liquidity
of modern life. See pg. 53 for further details.
10
Ibid., 49.
11
For more see Jodi A. Campbell, Elizabeth Ewan & Heather Parker, “Introduction” in The Shaping of Scottish
Identities: Family, Nation, and the Worlds Beyond, eds. by Jodi A. Campbell, Elizabeth Ewan & Heather Parker
(Guelph, Ontario: Centre for Scottish Studies, 2011), 1-3.
12
David McCrone, Understanding Scotland: The Sociology of a Nation, 2nd Edition (London: Routledge, 2001). This
theme is present throughout McCrone’s analysis however see pgs. 192-3 for a focused discussion of this idea as it
applies to “political identities” in Scotland.
13
Murray Pittock, Scottish Nationality (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001), 4-5.
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their own identities, later analysis is based on the idea that some of East Kilbride’s identities
were deliberately selected and promoted between 1968-1979.
The decision to focus on identity was informed by two factors. First is the nature of East
Kilbride’s archives. Many sources contained within this collection are business-oriented and
reflect a desire for continued industrial growth in the town. Sources such as East Kilbride’s
promotional materials regularly engage with themes of Scottishness, Britishness and global
connectedness and use them to attract investment to the town. Alongside this, this thesis studies
identity to comment on the “flexible, contingent and accidental nature of the processes which
lead to the articulation of group identity,” as noted by Amitava Chowdhury at the outset of
Between Dispersion and Belonging.14 Through studies of historical Scottish identity, scholars
like Pittock and Ian MacKinnon have demonstrated how specific phenomena have shaped
identity in Scotland. In Pittock’s case, his analysis of how the “Jacobite myth” was shaped by
events in later Scottish history enquires into how marginal identities in Scotland develop over
time,15 whereas MacKinnon asks how the “elision” of the identity of the country’s Highland
crofting population has impacted our understanding of this group.16 This thesis’ study of some of
East Kilbride’s identities is similar. With only a recent article by Lynn Abrams, Barry Hazley,

14

Amitava Chowdhury, “Between Dispersion and Belonging: At Home in the Diaspora,” in Between Dispersion and
Belonging: Global Approaches to Diaspora in Practice, eds. Donald Harman Akenson & Amitava Chowdhury
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2016), xii.
15
See Murray Pittock, The Invention of Scotland: The Stuart Myth and the Scottish Identity, 1638 to the Present
(London & New York, Routledge, 1991), 73-98 for Pittock’s discussion of how the “Jacobite Myth” became central
to Scottish identity.
16
Ian MacKinnon, “The Invention of the Crofting Community: Scottish History’s Elision of Indigenous Identity,
Ideology and Agency in Accounts of Land Struggle in the Modern Gàidhealtachd,” The Scottish Historical Review
Vol. 98 (1) (2019), 71-102. For additional work which explores key questions of identity in Scottish history see John
M. MacKenzie, “Presbyterianism and Scottish Identity in Global Context,” Britain and the World Vol. 10 (1) (2017),
88-112 which analyzes how Scottish identity – and the historical centrality of Presbyterianism to that identity – was
shaped by increasing global connectedness.
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Valerie Wright and Ade Kearns interrogating identity in the town, 17 further analysis of some of
East Kilbride’s identities has the potential to offer new insights on postwar Scottish history while
also questioning how these identities develop as a result of concurrent events and phenomena.
A central problem which this thesis endeavours to address is whether the primary
identities highlighted above are identities which were present in East Kilbride between 19681979 or just representations of identity used to sell the town. This problem partly arises from the
fact that this thesis breaks with convention by focusing its analysis on some of the identities of
East Kilbride itself, rather than its inhabitants. In the absence of testimony from East Kilbride’s
residents, this thesis runs the risk of illustrating only how the town is depicted as Scottish, British
and global, instead of also showing what these identities actually looked like during this decade.
Adding to this problem are the archival sources which this thesis utilizes, with among the
principal ways that the abovementioned identities are conveyed being East Kilbride’s marketing.
These sources regularly conflate identity with ways of selling East Kilbride. Though analysis of
how the town is represented as Scottish, British and global would yield interesting historical
insights and likely advance the overall goal of illuminating postwar Scottish history, this thesis is
committed to examining the identities themselves. To this end, Bauman’s analysis of national
identity helps to resolve this tension.
The foremost way that Bauman achieves this is through providing observations which
parallel with the circumstances this thesis faces, namely his investigation of national identity.
Early in Identity, Bauman remarks on the historic role of the nation state in defining national
identity, pointing to the processes which allowed 19th century nation states like France and Italy
to forge national identities. Seen as a product of material conditions such as the growth of cities

17

Lynn Abrams, Barry Hazley, Valerie Wright & Ade Kearns, “Aspiration, Agency, and the Production of New Selves
in a Scottish New Town, c.1947-c.2016,” Twentieth Century British History, Vol. 29 (4) (2018), 576-604.

7
and the increasing sophistication of the state, Bauman notes that emerging nation states were
emboldened to develop broadly applicable national identities, though the specific qualifications
for membership in these identities varied from state to state. To this end Bauman observes that
these identities were “something to be invented rather than discovered; as a target of an effort,
an objective,”18 a task which nation states of this period rose to meet. These nation states then
attempted to impart understandings of national identity on populaces which had previously only
conceived of themselves locally, oftentimes to limited effect as Bauman comments with respect
to Poland. 19 Bauman’s understanding of the production of national identity corresponds to how
this thesis understands some of the identities of East Kilbride.
In place of a central nation state, this thesis holds that a chief arbiter of identity in the
New Town was the East Kilbride Development Corporation. The specific functions of this
organization are discussed at greater detail in Section 1; however, in addition to planning and
building East Kilbride, the development corporation was also responsible for East Kilbride’s
public relations. It was in its role as the town’s promoter that the East Kilbride Development
Corporation proposed and depicted the three identities highlighted above. This does not mean
that the development corporation invented these identities out of nothing, later analysis in this
thesis shows how this body built upon pre-existing forms of Scottish, British and global identity.
The development corporation as well reacted to events and processes of the postwar, and
analysis of how these three identities are conveyed in this organization’s sources illustrates the
fluidity of these identities. To avoid analyzing only the representations of these identities, this
thesis interrogates East Kilbride’s media coverage and the annual reports of its development
corporation alongside its marketing. Examination of these additional sources demonstrates not

18
19

Bauman, “Identity,” 15-6. Italics are my own.
Ibid., 17-8.
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only how these identities actually appear during this period but, additionally, how they were
contested and appreciated by contemporaries. A fuller discussion of the archival sources used in
this thesis is found in Section 2.
Bounded by the passage of the New Towns (Scotland) Act 1968 and the election of
Margaret Thatcher in 1979, 1968-1979 is the optimal decade within which to conduct this thesis.
Logistically, this period is especially rich in archival sources; with more than a dozen marketing
publications in use in this decade, alongside 31 press cutting books and 12 annual reports. The
1970s are also regularly positioned as a remarkable moment in postwar Scottish history, a point
which is doubly true regarding East Kilbride. For Ewan Cameron, this decade is marked by
Scottish issues becoming matters of national importance, 20 while for Jim Phillips oil drilling in
the North Sea reshaped Scotland’s relationship to the British state and the world more broadly. 21
Other qualities also make this decade the foremost period to study, including the growing
presence of multinational companies in Scotland and rampant labour militancy. Furthermore, this
period is punctuated by an overarching trend which informs the identities above, economic crisis.
The 1970s were marked by financial uncertainty in Britain, reaching its zenith with the 1976
IMF relief loan. The effects of economic crisis were widespread in Scotland and influence each
of East Kilbride’s identities in unique ways, such as informing the town’s relationship with the
state in Chapter 3 and increasing the difficulty in recruiting overseas companies in Chapter 4.
Probing the identities above between 1968-1979 will show how one segment of Scottish society
reacted to these phenomena, providing fresh insights on postwar Scottish history in turn.

20

See Ewan Cameron, Impaled Upon a Thistle: Scotland since 1880 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2010),
298-319 for further details on this “Decade of Scottish Politics”.
21
For further details see Jim Phillips, The Industrial Politics of Devolution (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 2008), 146-177.
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Chapter 1 now turns to a discussion of the town itself. The goal of Section 1 is to convey
what East Kilbride looks like, outlining the town’s social composition, its employment and its
recreational outlets. Though later chapters focus on the identities of the town, East Kilbride’s
physical environment and population are regularly featured in archival sources. This section as
well examines the New Towns Act 1946 in order to show the distinctive administrative structure
of East Kilbride. Section 1 first offers a brief history of the New Towns and reflects on the
modern origins of town planning in Britain, noting how these origins impacted postwar policy.
Section 1: The History and Form of East Kilbride
Though planning historians have emphasized the need to show the diversity of traditions
informing the New Towns, English planning philosopher Ebenezer Howard has cast a large
shadow over this history. Called the “father of the new towns” by planning historian Frank
Schaffer, 22 Howard was born in the City of London in 1850 before moving to America in early
adulthood. Shocked at the contrast between England’s provincial towns and its largest cities,
Howard fashioned a planning philosophy which combined the utopianism of authors like Edward
Bellamy and James Silk Buckingham, 23 with the anarchism of Prince Kropotkin. 24 Howard’s
most notable planning concept was the garden city. Combining the best elements of rural and
urban life, garden cities served as direct inspiration for the New Towns. The properties of the
garden city are summarized in Howard’s “Three Magnets” diagram, reproduced in Figure 1.1.

22

Frank Schaffer, The New Town Story, (London: MacGibbon & Kee, 1970), 7. Alongside noting the importance of
Howard’s philosophy to the British New Towns, Schaffer also points to Howard’s role in evangelizing the merits of
urban planning both within Britain and abroad.
23
Meryl Aldridge, British New Towns: Garden Cities to Sustainable Communities (London & Boston: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1979), 5. For detail on James Silk Buckingham see G. F. R. Barker and Felix Driver, “Buckingham, James
Silk,” in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Article published September 2004. Site accessed July 2019.
24
Fredrick H. A. Aalen specifically notes the importance of Kropotkin’s local self-sufficiency as being an important
philosophical influence on Howard. See Fredrick H.A. Aalen, “English Origins,” in The Garden City: Past, Present,
and Future, ed. Stephen V. Ward (London & New York: E. & F. N. Spon, 1992), 40 for further details.

10

Figure 1.1: “The Three Magnets” diagram from Ebenezer
Howard, To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform, (London:
Swann Sonnenschein, 1898), 8. The New Towns would be
heavily inspired by the bottom “Town-Country” magnet.

While two garden cities were constructed on Howardian lines, Letchworth (1903) and
Welwyn Garden City (1920),25 recent work has shown competing inspirations for the New
Towns. Among the earliest of these are Britain’s company towns, with the emphasis on health in
Cadbury’s Bournville and Lever’s Port Sunlight being seen as a direct through-line with the
postwar program.26 More immediately influential to the New Towns are the interwar suburban
developments outside of Britain’s major cities such as Speke in Liverpool (1928), Wythenshawe
in Manchester (1931) and Becontree in London (1935). Developed by local councils and

25

Charles B. Purdom, one of the founders of both Letchworth and Welwyn Garden City, provides accounts of the
founding of both towns in his book The Letchworth Achievement (London: J. M. Dent & Sons, 1963).
26
Stephen V. Ward, The Peaceful Path: Building Garden Cities and New Towns (Hatfield: Hertfordshire Publications,
2016), 139-140.
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reflecting the increased role of government in urban planning, 27 these settlements included
innovations which would be employed in East Kilbride, such as the neighbourhood unit, 28
greenbelts and the parkway road layout.29 Current scholarship as well points to the impact of
international planning trends in Britain. 30 This includes the influence of Continental European
styles on New Town housing as noted by Mark Clapson,31 as well as the direct incorporation of
American planning techniques.32 Finally, contemporary work has shown the internationalism of
planning theory in the early-20th century, with Stephen V. Ward illustrating the sophisticated
information exchange between British and Soviet planners. 33 The intersection between

27

See, for instance, the role of the state in legislating on planning in Britain through the Housing, Town Planning,
etc. Act 1909. For further details on this see Philip Booth and Margo Huxley, “1909 and All That: Reflections on the
Housing, Town Planning, Etc. Act 1909,” Planning Perspectives Vol. 27 (2) (2012), 267-283.
28
Ward offers a condensed description of the neighbourhood unit as a planning concept in The Peaceful Path,
stating that in neighbourhood units “housing was provided in clearly defined ‘cells’, each with its own local
shopping and other social services and facilities” see Ward, The Peaceful Path, 163 for further details.
Furthermore, Andrew Homer provides the lineage of this planning concept in Britain. Homer posits that the use of
the neighbourhood unit in postwar developments came directly from the sense of “unity” created by the Second
World War. See Andrew Homer, “Creating New Communities: The Role of the Neighbourhood Unit in Post-War
British Planning,” Contemporary British History Vol. 14 (1) (2000), 63-80 for further details.
29
See Sir Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow: An Intellectual History of Urban Planning and Design since 1880, 4th
edition (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2014), 117-9 for what the parkway road layout entailed and how it has
historically been implemented in urban developments in Britain.
30
Stephen V. Ward, Robert Freestone and Christopher Silver, “Centenary Paper: The ‘new’ Planning History:
Reflections, Issues and Directions,” The Town Planning Review Vol. 82 (3) (2011), 237-8. Planning history, these
authors note, has always recognized some degree of internationalism. As it relates to British planning history, this
internationalism has never truly aspired to be global. Instead, the emphasis in earlier works appears to have been
focused upon the Anglo-American and Anglo-European connections, neglecting connections beyond those regions.
31
Mark Clapson, Invincible Green Suburbs, Brave New Towns: Social Change and Urban Dispersal in Post-War
England (Manchester: University of Manchester Press, 1998), 41. Clapson specifically notes the development of
“flats and maisonettes” as contrasting with “largely low-density, low-level creation of etiolated garden suburb style
houses” of postwar New Towns. Though early housing in East Kilbride was not based on Continental models,
Florian Urban’s analysis of the town’s architecture reveals that it was not local either, with many early buildings
constructed on English council housing models. For more information see Florian Urban, “Modernising Glasgow –
tower blocks, motorways and new towns, 1940-2010,” The Journal of Architecture, Vol. 23 (2) (2018), 277-280.
32
Hall remarks on the American origins of several planning innovations in Cities of Tomorrow. Tracing the career of
Wythenshawe developer Richard Barry Parker, Hall notes that Parker’s knowledge of the parkway road layout and
the neighbourhood unit came as a result of his visits to the United States in the 1920s. Seeing their successful
implementation in American developments, Parker brought the neighbourhood unit and parkway road layout back
with him and implemented them at Wythenshawe. See Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 119 for further detail.
33
Several pieces by Ward have made the case for strong linkages between British and Soviet planners. For
discussion of knowledge exchange see Stephen V. Ward, “Soviet Communism and the British Planning Movement:
Rational Learning or Utopian Imagining?,” Planning Perspectives Vol. 27 (4) (2012), 499-524. For analysis of
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planning’s internationalism and East Kilbride receives further discussion in Chapter 4. With the
trajectory of British planning up to the postwar noted, Section 1 now discusses the New Towns
Act 1946 and the distinctions between East Kilbride and traditional urban centres.
New Towns officially arrived with the passage of the New Towns Act 1946. An early
welfare reform of Clement Attlee’s Labour government, the goal of the Act was to rehouse
residents of Britain’s largest cities in peripheral suburban towns. Alongside stating this goal, the
Act as well notes the divergences between New Towns and other settlements. Foremost are New
Town development corporations. Discussed at the outset of this chapter, these bodies were
financed by state loans and acted as planners for the New Towns.34 The Act states that
development corporations were “established for the purposes … [of securing] the laying out and
development of the new town” and that “every such corporation shall have the power to acquire,
hold, manage and dispose of land and other property”. Functionally similar to other municipal
authorities, the New Towns Act points to key distinctions, namely that “[development
corporations may] do anything necessary or expedient for the purposes of the new town or for
purposes incidental thereto”.35 The breadth of this mandate enabled the East Kilbride
Development Corporation to function both as the town’s planner as well as its public relations
arm. In practice, power in East Kilbride was shared in 1968-1979, with both a town and county
council responsible for elements of daily life in the town, such as health, education and

planning visits and personnel exchange see Stephen V. Ward, “Urban Planning Visits and Anglo-Soviet
Communication in the 1930s and 1950s,” Russian Journal of Communication Vol. 8 (3) (2016), 288-301.
34
In Scotland, the Scottish Secretary was responsible for funding the New Towns. The Scottish Secretary’s
responsibility for the New Towns is owing to the Scottish Office’s mandate over local housing, a power which it
gained in 1918. See Catriona M. M. MacDonald, Whaur Extremes Meet: Scotland’s Twentieth Century (Edinburgh:
John Donald Publishers, 2009), 200 for further details on the Scottish Office’s growing portfolio in the early-20th
century. The Scottish Secretary’s oversight of the Scottish New Towns is as well mentioned in the New Towns Act
1946 wherein it is stated that “For any reference to the Minister of Town and Country Planning or to the Minister
of Health there shall be substituted a reference to the Secretary of State [for Scotland]”. See New Towns Act 1946,
21 for further information on the act as it applied to Scotland.
35
New Towns Act 1946, 2. Italicized emphasis my own.
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policing.36 The development corporation is relevant to this thesis in that many archival
documents examined here were created by this body to attract business to East Kilbride.
Less than a year separates the passage of the New Towns Act and the village of East
Kilbride receiving New Town designation in May 1947. The first of its kind in Scotland, the
impetus for making East Kilbride a New Town was to ameliorate the poor living conditions in
nearby Glasgow.37 Since the mid-19th century Scottish cities had seen extreme population
increases, resulting in unsafe and unhygienic living conditions. 38 Separated from Glasgow by an
agricultural greenbelt, initial construction on “[n]early 12,000 houses” in East Kilbride to help
relieve over-crowding began in 1950. Though the East Kilbride Master Plan comments that
“projects of this magnitude” were common in the early postwar, it states that East Kilbride was
to be sentimentally exceptional. “The building of a New Town,” the Master Plan writes, was
“distinguished from other housing projects in that its object [was] to introduce to the Clyde
Valley, a model self-contained community”.39 A Howardian concept, self-containment in the
context of East Kilbride refers to the town being an all-encompassing community, with residents
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SLA EK9/6/18 – East Kilbride, 1967, 31. Regarding the powers delegated to the town and county councils, this
texts states that the prior was responsible for “recreational facilities” alongside “drainage, cleansing, minor roads,
street lighting and rating”. The county council, this document goes on, was responsible for “education, police,
libraries and other services”. Further discussion of local government appears in Chapter 3.
37
For details on designation see Roger Smith, “The Origins of Scottish New Towns Policy and the Founding of East
Kilbride,” Public Administration Vol. 52 (2) (1974), 49. Additionally, see Roger Smith and Elspeth Farmer, “Housing,
Population and Decentralisation,” in Strategic Planning in Action: The Impact of the Clyde Valley Regional Plan,
1946-1982, eds. Roger Smith & Urlan Wannop (Hampshire & Vermont: Gower, 1985), 42-44 for a discussion of the
earlier planning studies which eventually led to East Kilbride’s designation.
38
Cameron offers insight regarding the over-crowding and poor living conditions of Scottish towns in the early 20th
century. He notes that Scotland was among the most urbanized nations in Europe in the early-20th century, stating
that more than 60% of Scots lived in settlements of 20,000 people or more at the century’s outset. The rapid
growth of these cities in the 19th century did not bring with it an improvement in living standards, with Cameron
painting a grim picture to this end. While Scotland’s cities had grown rapidly as a result of in-migration from rural
counties, conditions in these settlements remained dire. Cameron notes that, by 1911, 47.7% of Scots lived in
dwellings of one or two rooms as compared to just over 7% in England. See Cameron, Impaled Upon a Thistle, 1120 for details on the growth of Scottish cities and its complications.
39
East Kilbride Master Plan, 1950/11, 4.
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both living and working in the town, thus avoiding being a “dormitory” suburb.40 Soon after the
Master Plan was published the first of several government agencies relocated to East Kilbride,
with the first buildings of the National Engineering Laboratory being completed in 1951.41
East Kilbride was planned to be a socially “balanced” community, with residents coming
from all classes.42 To allow for migration of poorer families, the development corporation
entered into overspill agreements with nearby settlements. Essentially population exchange
arrangements between the development corporation and surrounding towns, overspill allowed
prospective residents to skirt East Kilbride’s migration restrictions.43 Families from target
communities selected for overspill migration would receive special accommodation in East
Kilbride and, in some instances, were guaranteed work as well. 44 Between April 1968 and March
1969 more than 300 families from Glasgow relocated to the town through overspill, with the
total number of Glaswegian overspill families standing at over 2,500. Though theoretically
encouraging lower-class migration, overspill families made up a relatively small portion of East
Kilbride’s population, 45 with the town being more middle-class than surrounding communities.
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Residents of dormitory suburbs would oftentimes commute into work during the day and return to their garden
suburb at night. This is in contrast to the New Towns which, from the start, were to be entirely self-contained
communities. For more on the principles of the “dormitory suburb” see Graeme Davison, “The Suburban Idea and
Its Enemies,” Journal of Urban History Vol. 39 (5) (2013), 840. For more on self-containment principle in New Town
construction see Stephen V. Ward, “The Garden City Introduced,” in The Garden City: Past and Present, ed.
Stephen V. Ward (London: E. & F.N. Spon, 1992), 15.
41
East Kilbride Historical Guide, 12-13.
42
Also building upon Howardian theory, Mark Clapson notes the importance of social balance in the New Towns
stating that they “were to contain a balanced mix of both working- and middle-class heads of household.” He goes
on to state that this was done specifically to avoid interwar social segregation. See Mark Clapson, Invincible Green
Suburbs, Brave New Towns: Social Change and Urban Dispersal in Post-War England (New York: Manchester
University Press, 1998), 3.
43
For a concise discussion of overspill in East Kilbride, see See Abrams et al. “Aspiration, Agency, and the
Production of New Selves in a Scottish New Town,” 581. For an older, but still worthwhile, discussion of Overspill
see Smith & Farmer, “Housing, Population and Decentralisation,” 51-2.
44
An overspill advertisement from 1970 states “[t]he Development Corporation, in many instances offer [overspill]
houses in association with employment prospects”. For further details see SLA EK9/1/24 – “A New Home in a New
Town,” Evening Citizen, 1970/6/22.
45
Annual Report, 1969, 55. This annual report notes that overspill families accounted for roughly 1/5th of
Glaswegian families in the town.
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This fact is reflected in the town’s rental prices, with Abrams et al. noting that rents in East
Kilbride were 25% higher than in Glasgow.46 East Kilbride’s class-composition is as well
notable in its political leanings, as touched upon in Chapter 2.
As a self-contained community, residents were expected to work in East Kilbride as well
as live there. Unemployment in the town was low during this period, with a 1974 newspaper
article stating that only “oil rich Aberdeen” had less unemployment in Scotland than East
Kilbride.47 Regarding local industry, many residents were employed in “new” industries, such as
engineering and automobile manufacturing. Female employment was also especially high in East
Kilbride. A promotional text from 1978 notes that nearly 5,000 women were employed in local
electrical engineering plants, with this group representing a quarter of all industrial employees in
the town.48 In addition to Rolls-Royce and Sunbeam, major companies based in East Kilbride
between 1968-1979 include British Sound Recordings, Laird-Portch Fashions and Motorola.
Outside of industry, many residents also worked in commerce. A brochure from 1970 remarks on
the more than 3,000 jobs in this sector,49 a number that only grew as a result of the development
of the Town Centre shopping mall in the early-1970s. Government too was a major employer in
the town, with the National Engineering Laboratory alone employing 1,200 people in 1974.50
East Kilbride was rich with recreational opportunities during this period. In addition to
“[t]wo first-class golf courses,”51 Scotland’s first Olympic-sized swimming pool was opened in
the town in 1968.52 To these venues are added the twenty “sports and recreational areas, two
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See Abrams et al., “Aspiration, Agency, and the Production of New Selves in a Scottish New Town,” 584 for more
details on the cost of living in East Kilbride.
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SLA EK9/1/36 – “Keeping the town clean and prosperous,” The Times, 1974/8/12.
48
SLA EK9/6/36 – East Kilbride Development Corporation Industrial Presentation, 1978/3/14, 20-21.
49
SLA EK9/6/19 – East Kilbride New Town: Centre for Success, c. 1970.
50
SLA EK9/6/20 – East Kilbride: Going to Town, 1974, 7.
51
SLA EK9/6/10 – Growthpoint: East Kilbride, 1972/11, 14.
52
Annual Report, 1969, 53 & 61.
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riding schools, a youth centre, ballroom and cinema and 44 children’s play areas”. Regarding
local clubs, a promotional brochure comments on the “200 active organisations” in the town
“catering for young and old, from bridge to badminton, from singing to squash”. 53 Further
recreational outlets in East Kilbride included the “16 public houses, seven community halls” and
four libraries.54 East Kilbride is as well close to several important nature sports, the foremost
being Loch Lomond and the Trossachs about 40 miles north of the town. The town was also
developed to be spiritually accommodating. A publication from this period writes of the “eleven
new churches” in the town, with facilities available for Roman Catholics, Anglicans and Church
of Scotland goers.55
To close out this overview of East Kilbride, Section 1 elaborates upon the town’s
physical location and infrastructural connections. As noted above, East Kilbride was selected as
a New Town partly to take advantage of the village’s close proximity to Glasgow. Alongside
being a source of future residents, Glasgow’s closeness had additional benefits for East Kilbride
during this period. Foremost among these was the town’s easy access to Glasgow’s sea and
airports. A factor in presenting East Kilbride as a globally connected in Chapter 4, marketing
from this period routinely notes the town’s proximity to these transit hubs.56 Beyond these
connections, East Kilbride is consistently framed as developed to take advantage of postwar
motorway construction, 57 as shown in Figure 1.2. The town was not initially connected to
Britain’s rail network, with work on the East Kilbride rail station having begun only in 1968. 58
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SLA EK9/6/20 – East Kilbride: Going to Town, 1974, 18.
SLA EK9/6/19 – East Kilbride New Town: Centre for Success, c. 1970.
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SLA EK9/6/18 – East Kilbride, 1967, 27.
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See, for instance, SLA EK9/6/19 – East Kilbride: Going to Town, 1974, 5.
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SLA EK9/6/1 – East Kilbride Goes to Town: 1947 to 1975, 1975/5.
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Annual Report, 1968, 59-60.
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Figure 1.2: Map of East Kilbride in Scotland, SLA EK9/6/18 – East
Kilbride, 1967. This figure shows the location of East Kilbride
within Scotland as well as its road and motorway connections and
proximity to air and seaports.

Chapter 1 now turns to the methodology and sources used in this thesis. Though some of
the techniques and documents employed in later chapters have been used in Section 1, it is worth
discussing them with greater precision. The first topic which Section 2 turns to is the theoretical
backbone of later chapters, highlighting how this thesis employs concepts from place marketing
studies to interrogate the three identities above.
Section 2: Methodology and Sources
The principal methodological basis for this thesis are tools found in place marketing studies, an
academic discipline centred on how places are marketed to consumers. 59 Given that one of the
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Place marketing is a discipline dependent on insights from many different fields. The foremost example of the
multiple lineages of place marketing which I have encountered is Stephen V. Ward’s chapter in The Entrepreneurial
City, wherein place marketing is shown to be influenced by urban planning, cultural studies, sociology and history.
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main archival source bases used in later chapters are East Kilbride’s advertisements and
promotional materials, employing place marketing studies’ toolset seems to be a natural fit. The
most notable concept incorporated from this discipline is the “forging of associations”.
Originally encountered in Claire Colomb’s Staging the New Berlin, this process is derived from
the work of Mihalis Kavaratzis & G. J. Ashworth and takes the form of “measures which select
particular aspects of local ‘identity’, ‘history’, and ‘culture’” to sell places to consumers.60 The
“forging of associations” occurs throughout East Kilbride’s marketing. There is a clear interest in
connecting East Kilbride with traditional Scotland in Chapter 2 for instance, while the marketing
publications of Chapter 3 point to the effort to relate the town with the British state in the
postwar. While later chapters do not reference the “forging of associations” outright, the analysis
of East Kilbride’s marketing throughout this thesis is nevertheless derived from this concept.
Employing a place marketing framework enables this thesis to more easily connect East
Kilbride’s archival material to postwar Scottish history, helping advance this thesis’ overall goal.
Section 1 now turns to the archival sources utilized in later chapters.
This thesis is based on my analysis of the rich archival material of the East Kilbride
Development Corporation stored in the South Lanarkshire Council Archives. Each of the three
major archival source bases used in this thesis are, to varying degrees, business-oriented. The
first group, the town’s promotional publications, most reflect this emphasis. The most commonly
used source base in this thesis, these documents take the form of long-form promotional

Though Ward’s chapter is framed as a comparison between North American and British place marketing,
eventually concluding that place marketing is a novelty in Britain relative to North America, the analysis conducted
here has been influential to later chapters of this thesis. See Stephen V. Ward, “Place Marketing: A Historical
Comparison of Britain and North America,” in The Entrepreneurial City, eds. Tim Hall & Phil Hubbard (Chichester:
John Wiley & Sons, 1998), 31-55 for further details on Ward’s comparison.
60
Claire Colomb, Staging the New Berlin: Place Marketing and the Politics of Urban Reinvention Post-1989 (London
& New York: Routledge, 2012), 17-8.
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brochures and small-scale advertisements, with 14 brochures and 10 advertisements in use
between 1968-1979. Designed specifically to sell the town to investors, these sources are also the
principal vector through which each of the identities discussed above are represented. Regarding
this thesis’ aim of providing fresh insights on postwar Scotland, these texts offer historical
“clues” which situate each identity within the phenomena of this period.61 The interaction
between identity and events in the town’s marketing enables this thesis to show how the
identities above engage with events and processes of the 1968-1979 period.
East Kilbride’s marketing broadly conforms to Kavaratzis’ definition of “smokestack
chasing”. A type of industrial place marketing, “smokestack chasing” refers to the focus on
“attracting companies with subsidies and the promise of low-operating costs and higher profits
from existing or alternative sites”. 62 Examples of “smokestack chasing” in East Kilbride’s
marketing include references to “cash grants of 22% for buildings, plant and machinery,” 63 and
the experience of the development corporation in helping industrial newcomers set-up in town.64
Further examples of “smokestack chasing” are noted in subsequent chapters. Selling East
Kilbride clearly mattered to the development corporation, with Table 1.1 showing its publicity
expenditure over this period. From under £12k. at the outset, nearly £100k. was annually spent
on East Kilbride’s publicity by the end of the 1968-1979 period.
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“Clues,” in this case, refers specifically to the micro-historical “spie,” devised by Ginzburg and noted by
Francesca Trivellato. Ginzburg’s “spie,” Trivellato states, is “the encounter with primary sources that at first sight
contain details that are incongruent with standard narratives” which allows the historian to “extrapolate typical
and relevant indicators, not just exceptional stories”. In the context of this thesis “clues” are taken to mean the
indications of broader events which archival sources gesture towards. For further details Francesca Trivellato, “Is
There a Future for Italian Microhistory in the Age of Global History?,” California Italian Studies Vol. 2 (1) (2011), 4.
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Mihalis Kavaratzis, “City Marketing: The Past, The Present and Some Unresolved Issues,” Geography Compass,
Vol. 1 (3) (2007), 696-7.
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SLA EK9/1/87 – “Visit Six Scottish New Towns in London,” The Economist, 1974/6/22.
64
SLA EK9/1/90 – “Ace Kilbride,” The Scotsman, 1978/2/10.
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East Kilbride Development Corporation Publicity Expenditure, FY68 – FY80 (in £GBP)
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Table 1.1: Publicity Expenditure of the East Kilbride Development Corporation, Fiscal Year 1968 – Fiscal Year 1980 (in £GBP). Publicity here refers to
both the advertisements and marketing materials, as well as overseas visits made by development corporation officers. Table 1.1 shows a growth
from around £11k. in the Annual Report, 1968 to nearly £92k. in Fiscal Year 1980.

The second source base used in later chapters are the town’s press cuttings books. These
books contain every mention of East Kilbride in British newspapers between January 1947 and
December 1991. Despite the short period which this thesis studies, 31 of the 53 national press
cuttings books cover 1968-1979.65 In total, I have collected about 100 photographs of relevant
articles from these books. Though much of the content of these articles is also business-oriented,
other topics covered by newspapers of this period include the construction of new housing in the
town and its ability to withstand the 1970s recession. In practice, newspaper coverage of East
Kilbride is employed in chapters 2 & 4 to expand upon, as well as problematize, the identities
these chapters chart. One way that these sources achieve this is by further situating East Kilbride
in the 1968-1979 period, a task most readily accomplished in less business-centric articles.
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Newspaper coverage of East Kilbride used in this thesis comes from SLA EK9/1/10-SLA EK9/1/41.
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Commentary on local, national and international events shows not only East Kilbride’s relevance
to them but also engages with the identities conveyed in the town’s marketing.
The annual reports of the East Kilbride Development Corporation are more introspective
than other sources and are the last major source base used in this thesis. Available at the South
Lanarkshire Council Archive itself, 66 digital copies of these texts are also found in the House of
Commons Parliamentary Papers Online.67 Similar to East Kilbride’s newspaper coverage, these
sources are less business-oriented than the town’s marketing, though discussion to this end is
common. Between 40-50 pages in length, the annual reports record both the mundane and
exciting events which occurred in East Kilbride over the course of the fiscal year.68 The annual
reports are employed in chapters 3 & 4 and are used to elaborate upon and contest these
chapters’ identities. Plotting these identities within this period is again the principal way that this
is achieved, a goal made easier through the reports’ comments on the intimate side of the
development corporation. This allows these documents to offer reflections not found in other
sources. Further, the annual reports record the development corporation’s finances, with statistics
from these texts being used to develop most of the graphs found here. Having discussed the
major archival sources, this section now notes the use of legislation in this thesis.
Similar to the annual reports, all legislation cited here is available in digital archives such
as the National Archive’s catalogue of Parliamentary statutes.69 Direct use of legislation has
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The annual reports of the East Kilbride Development Corporation over the 1968-1979 period are SLA EK1/5/20SLA EK1/5/32 in the South Lanarkshire Council Archive.
67
This digital archive is available online at www.proquest.com/products-services/House-of-CommonsParliamentary-Papers
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Fiscal year, as it applies to the annual reports, lasts from April 1 to March 31 of the following year. The annual
report ending March 31, 1968, for instance, thus covers the period April 1, 1967-March 31, 1968. To be as
comprehensive as possible, this thesis also examines the annual report from the fiscal year ending March 31, 1980,
given that much information from this report is relevant for 1979.
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This digital archive is available online at legislation.gov.uk
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already appeared in this thesis, namely the analysis of the New Towns Act 1946 in Section 1. The
other major instance wherein legislation is employed is in Chapter 3. The analysis of the annual
reports in this chapter notes the impact of select pieces of legislation on public housing in
Scotland in the 1970s. In this instance, reference to legislation is used to further understand the
financial relationship between East Kilbride and the British state, an important observation
which also helps show the town’s British identity. With all the archival sources laid out, Section
2 concludes by discussing the secondary sources consulted for this thesis.
Histories covering the nuances of 20th century Scotland are a recent phenomenon. T. M.
Devine remarks in Scotland in the 20th Century that “[t]he more recent past has been
comparatively neglected” by Scottish historians. 70 While this state of affairs has been addressed
in the years since Devine made this statement in 1996, it remains accurate with respect to East
Kilbride. Though certain qualities of the town are present in contemporary histories, such as its
political leanings and population,71 long-form scholarship effectively resides in three texts.72 The
first two of these, John Cowling’s An Essay for Today: Scottish New Towns, 1947 to 1997 and J.
T. Cameron’s East Kilbride: Scotland’s First New Town, were published in the 1990s and are
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T. M. Devine, “Introduction,” in Scotland in the 20th Century, eds. T. M. Devine & R. J. Finlay, (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1996), 2.
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For discussions of the town’s political leanings see Murray Pittock, The Road to Independence? Scotland since the
Sixties (London: Reaktion Books, 2008), 60 & Gerry Hassan, “The Making of the Modern SNP: From Protest to
Power,” in The Modern SNP: From Protest to Power, ed. Gerry Hassan, (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press,
2009), 6. For a truncated discussion of the town’s population growth see Richard Rodger, “Urbanisation in
Twentieth-Century Scotland,” in Scotland in the 20th Century, eds. T. M. Devine & R. J. Finlay, (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1996), 134.
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There are earlier texts which discuss the town. Among the earliest of these is Peter Wilmott’s 1964 article
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period which this thesis itself is interested in, it is not used here. See Peter Wilmott, “East Kilbride and Stevenage:
Some Social Characteristics of a Scottish and an English New Town,” The Town Planning Review Vol. 34 (4) (1964),
307-316 for further details.
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not used here. Cowling’s work is a short picture essay discussing all of the Scottish New Towns,
while I have been unable to find documentation on Cameron’s book beyond a single citation. 73
The third contemporary history of East Kilbride is Lynn Abrams et al.’s 2018 article
“Aspiration, Agency, and the Production of New Selves in a Scottish New Town”. Used in
Section 1 to discuss the high cost of living in the town, this thesis engages with Abrams et al.’s
work but nevertheless diverges from it in key ways. The only source which touches on identity in
East Kilbride, this article covers a much longer period than this thesis, from 1946-2016. Unlike
this thesis’ interest in some of the identities of the town itself, Abrams et al. examine how the
identities of some residents of East Kilbride were shaped by the experience of living there. 74 In
doing so, their work illuminates elements of postwar Scottish history comparable to what this
thesis endeavours to accomplish. Additionally, Abrams et al. utilize similar sources to this thesis,
citing at several points the town’s media coverage.75 Irrespective of the differences in timespan
and identities examined, the cogent analysis present in Abrams et al.’s article appears throughout
later chapters and moreover speaks to the promise of future scholarship on the town.
Beyond specific texts on East Kilbride, this thesis is rooted in current scholarship of
postwar Scotland. Catriona M. M. MacDonald’s Whaur Extremes Meet and Ewan Cameron’s
Impaled Upon a Thistle are among the most heavily cited texts in later chapters, employed for
their robust understandings of the overarching themes of postwar Scottish history. Alongside
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these reference texts, more specialized works are also used. Regarding Scottish identity
McCrone’s Understanding Scotland is foremost, with this text offering a broad examination of
how postwar events guided Scottish identity. Concerning Britishness, Paul Ward’s Britishness
since 1870 is similarly useful, again through its recognition of the connectedness between British
identity and the factors which shaped it. With respect to East Kilbride’s global identity, texts like
J. N. Randall’s chapter in The Economic Development of Modern Scotland, 1950-1980 are
similarly valuable, noting the international linkages of the Scottish New Towns. Owing to this
thesis’ interest in examining how economic circumstances directed each of these identities,
specific texts dealing with Scotland’s postwar economy are likewise cited extensively. Jim
Phillips’ The Industrial Politics of Devolution is especially noteworthy in this respect given its
precision in documenting the intersection between identity and economic factors.
Chapter 1 moves to a brief discussion of the chapters which follow. The principal goals
of Section 3 are to explain how the analysis of East Kilbride’s identities will be carried out in
subsequent chapters and the broad contours of each identity. Further, this section remarks on the
additional objectives of some of these chapters, with these goals helping reveal new information
on postwar Scotland as well as complicating the analysis to be carried out.
Section 3: The Path Going Forward
Chapters 2-4 follow similar trajectories. Each begins with an introduction which explains the
identity which is to be examined while also noting the chapter’s additional goal if it has one.
Subsequent chapters, excepting Chapter 2, then immediately transition into a discussion of the
history which informs that chapter’s identity. These sections are teleological and are meant to
recapitulate events and processes in Scottish history which have shaped the particular identity
which each chapter examines. These sections are not intended to be encompassing, noting only
the touchstones which matter to the identity under scrutiny. These sections also discuss qualities
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of Scotland’s historical economy. This is done because of the regular discussion of the
interaction between identity and the economy in later chapters. Economic factors shape how each
identity is conveyed and so an extended analysis of Scotland’s economy is warranted.
After each of these sections, subsequent chapters next analyze archival sources. All
chapters first engage with East Kilbride’s marketing, as it is in these texts that the identities they
study are most readily seen. From here, later chapters then examine either the media coverage of
the town or the development corporation’s annual reports. The reason why not all archival source
bases are used in every chapter is rooted in the sociological concept of identity salience; that
while one may have many identities, only a select few are present at any one time. 76 For East
Kilbride, this means that certain archival sources will show a given identity more than others.
The exception to this is Chapter 4, with East Kilbride’s global identity appearing in all major
source bases. In keeping with Bauman’s idea of “liquidity” analysis of these archival sources
shows the fluidity of these three identities in this period. Each analysis section concludes by
discussing how it has addressed that chapter’s additional objective. The overall conclusions to
later chapters are similar, noting how each illuminates elements of postwar Scottish history. With
their commonalities noted, Section 3 now discusses the contours of each chapter in greater detail.
East Kilbride’s Scottish identity is the focus of Chapter 2, with this chapter showing how
this identity is conveyed between 1968-1979 in the town’s marketing and media coverage. This
identity is depicted as touching many aspects of the town, with discussions of the town’s builtenvironment and its proximity to nearby landmarks being seen as signifiers. Chapter 2 follows its
introduction with a section on Scottishness and Scottish identity centred on an analysis of current
scholarship on these topics. The goal of this section is to show how insights from recent work in
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this field helps make sense of the town’s Scottish identity. This chapter holds that Scottishness
has historically been self-fashioned, a fact which allowed the development corporation to
cultivate their own form of Scottish identity for East Kilbride. Following this section, Chapter 2
notes the history of nationalist Scottishness. Providing this history is necessary as it is this
nationalist Scottishness which East Kilbride’s Scottish identity contests. After analyzing this
identity, Chapter 2 concludes by reflecting on how studying it has revealed new information on
postwar Scotland. To help achieve this, Chapter 2 asks three guiding questions: “How was East
Kilbride portrayed as Scottish?”, “How are themes in postwar Scottish history reflected in East
Kilbride’s Scottishness” and “Was East Kilbride’s Scottish identity contested?”
Chapter 3 explores East Kilbride’s British identity through an interrogation of the town’s
marketing and the development corporation’s annual reports. This chapter argues that the British
identity advanced in archival sources from this period is one of the prevailing understandings of
Britishness in the postwar. To grasp what this form of Britishness looks like, Chapter 3 proceeds
from its introduction into a history of Scotland’s integration into the British state. This process,
this chapter posits, resulted in the development of a robust form of Britishness in the postwar
which is present in East Kilbride’s archival materials. Analysis of promotional texts carried out
in Chapter 3 shows how this Britishness is represented between 1968-1979, with the annual as
well showing characteristics of this form of Britishness in the town over this period. This chapter
does not have a secondary goal akin to chapters 2 & 4. By focusing solely upon the town’s
British identity, this chapter is able to more readily show how elements of the relationship
between the British state and Scotland are conveyed in archival sources of this period.
The final identity examined in this thesis is East Kilbride as global in Chapter 4. An
identity present in all of the major archival source bases, this chapter looks at how East Kilbride
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is presented as globally connected between 1968-1979. Similar to Chapter 2, this identity does
not depend on a fixed definition, and instead appears when the town’s global linkages are
emphasized. While at first glance being global for East Kilbride refers to global business
connections, analysis of archival sources gestures to other ways that the town is shown as global.
The first section of Chapter 4 briefly sets out the history of global economic integration in
Scotland. While the impact of empire to Scotland is noted in preceding chapters, it is in Chapter
4 that it is discussed at greatest length. This chapter as well engages with prevailing narratives of
global economic integration in contemporary Scottish history. Analysis of this phenomenon is
Chapter 4’s additional objective and examining it helps plot the town in this period.
Conclusion to Chapter 1
East Kilbride’s inclusion in postwar Scottish history can only expand our understanding of this
period and it is this goal which this thesis seeks to accomplish. Showing how the town grappled
with well-studied phenomena and events in the postwar will help achieve this. Analysis of the
town’s identities is the foremost way that this occurs in this thesis. Before moving to Chapter 2
and its analysis of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity, Chapter 1 concludes by noting how this
thesis’ goal has been furthered here. Though much of this chapter focused on context and the
structure of this thesis, it has offered indications of how studying East Kilbride illuminates
postwar Scottish history.
Section 1 of this chapter has advanced this thesis’ overall goal in two principal ways. By
sketching out what East Kilbride looked like between 1968-1979, this section pointed to some of
the ways that study of the town advances how postwar Scotland is understood. One way that this
was conveyed was this section’s discussion of East Kilbride’s population. While observations on
the class structures of residents showed the town’s distinctiveness during this period, more
important was this section’s discussion of the large presence of women in East Kilbride’s
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industrial workforce. Though the town is noted by Abrams et al. as exceptional regarding its
female workforce,77 the existence of this group questions traditional representations of Scottish
labour in the postwar, the male-dominated image of which is expanded upon in Chapter 2.
Similarly, this section likewise gestured towards the relationship between the state and Scotland.
A subject of great interest in Chapter 3, analysis of the New Towns Act 1946 offered the first
indications of how the existence of East Kilbride complicates this relationship, laying out the
financial relationship which existed between the state and the development corporation. This
section thus indicated how analysis of East Kilbride can challenge how the relationship between
the state and Scotland is understood in the postwar. This thesis now moves to Chapter 2,
examining East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how it illuminates postwar Scottish history.
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Chapter 2: East Kilbride as Scottish
Chapter 2 examines East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how it is represented as Scottish in the
town’s marketing and media coverage between 1968-1979. This decade has been seen as a
critical moment for Scottish identity, with authors like Tom Nairn noting the confluence of
events like the end of empire and rising nationalism as factors guiding how Scots understood
their Scottishness. 78 East Kilbride’s relationship to Scottish identity has mostly been ignored.
The only adjacent discussions are authors like Pittock pointing to the support of the Scottish
National Party (SNP) in the New Towns.79 Scottish identity took on a unique form in the town,
with East Kilbride’s local Scottishness cultivated against a backdrop of nationalist Scottishness.
Employment of this understanding of Scottishness, described in Section 1 and laid out in full in
Section 3, is the principal way that the town is depicted as Scottish. Analyzing this identity
advances this thesis’ overall goal by plotting East Kilbride in academic discourse on historical
Scottish identity, one of the most studied phenomena in contemporary Scottish history.
To further this thesis’ goal, Chapter 2 answers three guiding questions: “How was East
Kilbride portrayed as Scottish?”, “How are themes in postwar Scottish history reflected in East
Kilbride’s Scottishness” and “Was East Kilbride’s Scottish identity contested?” Successfully
answering these questions requires that this chapter situate East Kilbride within this period
directly and show the town’s linkages to the history of postwar Scotland. These questions also
require reflection upon both the archival material interrogated in this chapter, as well as the
silences in representations of the town as Scottish. What is omitted from depictions of East
Kilbride as Scottish speaks just as loudly as what is included. With this interest in Scottishness in
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mind, Section 1 engages with how Scottishness and Scottish identity has been discussed in
contemporary scholarship.
Murray Stewart Leith’s assessment that Scottishness can be “considered to be a sense of
[Scottish] national identity” is apt, 80 though there is more that can be said. The principal
objective of Section 1 is to present the insights which contemporary scholarship offers on both
Scottishness and Scottish identity. The conversation around these topics has grown considerably
over the past 20 years, with the foremost cause being Scottish devolution in 1998-9.81 Home rule
in Scotland has encouraged scholars to make observations regarding the difficulty in defining
Scottishness alongside its ability to coexist with other expressions of identity. Crucially, this
section also reckons with the insight that Scottishness has historically been self-fashioned, 82 and
notes several examples of this. Regarding East Kilbride specifically, the immense freedom with
respect to Scottishness which this section proposes helps make sense of the Scottish identity
which the town is depicted as embodying. Representing East Kilbride as Scottish is the town’s
development corporation utilizing their self-fashioned form of Scottishness, an understanding
which is cultivated to suit its needs as both a central planner and industrial promoter.
Section 2 provides an encapsulation of the history of nationalist Scottishness. While not
interested in current debates surrounding Scottish nationalism, this section nevertheless begins
by examining some of the flashpoints of early Scottish nationalism, noting how they shaped the
SNP. Following this, Section 2 focuses on the SNP itself and charts the party’s development in
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the postwar, concluding with its electoral breakthrough in the 1970s. Similar to the East Kilbride
Development Corporation, this section holds that the SNP fashioned their own understanding of
Scottishness in the 20th century and offers insight on what it looked like. Portraying East Kilbride
as Scottish between 1968-1979 resonates as a reaction against this nationalist Scottishness, with
this section concluding by theorizing as to why this was necessary.
Sections 3 & 4 interrogate archival sources from 1968-1979, surveying both the shape of
East Kilbride’s Scottish identity as well as providing the information necessary to answer the
questions above. Section 3 looks at the marketing publications of the development corporation,
with these documents being the foremost way that the town’s Scottish identity is conveyed.
Following the examination of promotional publications, the conclusion to Section 3 then answers
the first two questions outlined above. Conversely, Section 4 conducts the analysis requisite to
answer the final question by examining the media coverage of East Kilbride, with this section
discussing how local reporting engages with the town’s Scottish identity. Alongside examining
archival sources, these sections also employ scholarship on Scottishness and Scottish identity
where appropriate. The goal of offering new information on postwar Scotland is made easier by
showing the connections between existing literature and East Kilbride’s Scottish identity.
Chapter 2 now shifts focus and discusses Scottishness and Scottish identity, remarking on
how understanding these concepts helps make sense of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how
the town is presented as Scottish in this period. Authors from varied disciplines provide insights
into what Scottishness means, though the term evades simple definition. Section 1 thus begins by
noting difficulties in defining Scottishness and asking what a comprehensive definition of the
term should account for.
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Section 1: Scottishness and Scottish Identity
An explanation for the difficulties in defining Scottishness is offered in another article by
Stewart Leith, “The View from Above: Scottish National Identity as an Elite Concept”. Stewart
Leith includes a quote from an interviewee in this text which sums up the experience of defining
Scottish identity: “‘I don’t think you have hard and fast rules on it’”.83 Scottishness faces a
similar problem; the scope of the term limits authors’ abilities to provide strong premises for
their definitions. In the lone instance where a robust definition of Scottishness has been seen, in
Reicher et al.’s chapter in National Identity, Nationalism and Constitutional Change, the
definition is unsuitable for this thesis’ purposes. Reicher et al.’s proposed definition of
Scottishness is too rooted in current politics, resulting in an understanding which pays little
attention to historical factors.84 A strong understanding of Scottishness will centre Scottish
history, noting how Scottish identity and Scottishness have developed over time.
Returning to a concept discussed at the outset of Chapter 1, “The View from Above”
speaks at length to the ability of Scottish identity and Scottishness to coexist with other
expressions of identity. For Stewart Leith’s interviewees, Scottishness interacts with Britishness
and “Europeaness” but is nevertheless separate from them. These other expressions of identity,
and the identities which they reflect, are seen as “secondary or additive” or as a “legal form of
belonging” while Scottishness is primary. 85 This paradigm is recent, with statistics from the last
quarter of the 20th century pointing to only a slim majority of Scots in 1979 considering Scottish
their “best” identity, nearly 40% favouring being British instead.86 Going back further, Colin
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Kidd’s Union and Unionisms makes the case that, for some, Scottishness and Britishness were
inseparable for much of the past 300 years, with the British Empire being a space where they
were particularly concentrated.87 Regarding East Kilbride, this information explains how the
town’s Scottish identity coexists with the other identities examined in this thesis.
The final major insight from contemporary scholarship on Scottishness and Scottish
identity concerns self-fashioning. Understanding Scotland has been particularly powerful to this
end, providing three examples of historical self-fashioned Scottishness: tartanry, Kailyard, and
Thatcherite Scottishness. To this list is added the SNP’s nationalist Scottishness, as discussed in
Stewart Leith’s article cited at this chapter’s outset. These forms of Scottishness can be divided
into two groups, cultural Scottishness comprising the first two, and political Scottishness formed
of the latter two. Taken together these four examples explain how East Kilbride is represented as
Scottish by acknowledging that Scottishness is effectively what one makes of it, being only
loosely rooted in tradition and collective identity. Exploring these four instances of historic selffashioning offers insight both on how the development corporation cultivated their own
Scottishness while also plotting the town’s Scottish identity within a longer theoretical lineage.
Tartanry and Kailyard both appear in Understanding Scotland’s chapter on Scottish
culture. Taking its name from the traditional Highland pattern, tartanry for McCrone is “a set of
garish symbols” appropriated by Lowland Scots after the failed Jacobite uprising of 1745. As a
form of Scottishness, McCrone notes that tartanry was fashioned over an extended period of
time, roughly 1745-1850. The gradual development of tartanry which he outlines directly
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contests Hugh Trevor-Roper’s infamous analysis of it in The Invention of Tradition,88 mainly by
rejecting Trevor-Roper’s periodization.89 Self-fashioning in tartanry is most notable in the
domestication of the kilt. Following the visit of George IV to Edinburgh in 1822, the kilt was
transformed from a symbol of the Highland brigand into royal apparel. Self-fashioning occurs in
the way that commercial firms capitalized on demand for the style. In rising to meet the interests
of consumers, Scotland was flooded with new styles and patterns designed specifically for
popular consumption. The end result was the kilt’s establishment as an enduring symbol of
Scotland and a marker of Scottishness. 90 Kailyard, a Scottish literary style from the late-19th
century, too demonstrates self-fashioning. The Scottishness espoused in Kailyard literature
emphasizes the supposed “rural quaintness” and traditionalism of Scotland, despite the country’s
historic industrialization. Through the use of “sentimental retrospection” and “‘local-colour’,”
Kailyard authors cultivated a form of Scottishness fixed in the literary themes of the period. Selffashioning in Kailyard too is commercial. The pastoral Scottishness which Kailyard advances is
seen by McCrone as designed for international consumers, with the grafting of contemporary
themes into Kailyard works helping sell this form of Scottishness. 91
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While self-fashioning is demonstrable in these cultural examples, it is more blatant in
political forms of Scottishness. The bluntness of Thatcherite Scottishness is particularly
noteworthy in this regard. In attempting to court Scottish votes, the Conservatives developed an
understanding of Scottishness which mobilized a “powerful nexus linking Unionism and
Protestantism” as well as “what [Thatcherism] saw as ‘Scottish’ values of thrift, hard work, and
enterprise.”92 The characteristics of this form of Scottishness aligned with Thatcherism’s goals of
the “[extension] of market power” and “allegiance to the nation”. 93 A similar process unfolds in
Stewart Leith’s analysis of the SNP’s Scottishness. The earliest political manifestoes which he
investigates support forms of Scottishness “which were much more ethnic in focus and exclusive
in nature”. He continues, noting that these documents painted the English “as the other, in
historical and cultural terms” and that “[w]hatever Scottishness included, it did not … include
the English”.94 The most apparent example of self-fashioning occurs in later manifestoes, again
regarding inclusivity. In the 1980s “[t]he SNP created a sense of Scottishness and Scotland that,
while politically polarising, was not so in terms of belonging”. 95 This trend has continued, with
Reicher et al. stating that the SNP today rely on a understanding of Scottishness which is a
“matter of commitment and of chosen destiny” rather than exclusivity on the basis of ethnicity. 96
East Kilbride’s Scottish identity, rooted in the development corporation’s self-fashioned
form of Scottishness, aligns with the four examples touched on above. In each of these cases
Scottishness is leveraged to sell something, namely tartan, books and political ideologies.
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Portraying East Kilbride as Scottish is functionally identical. As Section 3 demonstrates, an
evocative set of symbols were employed by the development corporation to cultivate an
understanding of Scottishness to appeal to capital. Before analyzing East Kilbride’s Scottish
identity directly, Section 2 discusses the nationalist Scottishness of the SNP. This section is not
an exploration of Scottish nationalism, the discussion around which remains divisive, but instead
a history of the form of Scottishness which this thesis asserts East Kilbride contested. Section 2
does chart some of the early forums of nationalist debate, noting how they informed the SNP.
Section 2: Scottish Nationalism and the SNP
The Scottish Office and the Scottish home rule debate are the earliest loci where the debate on
nationalism is most apparent. The Scottish Office, set up in 1885 and nominally an institution to
“ensure that that due attention was paid to Scottish interests,” 97 is divisive regarding its impact
on Scottish nationalism. Devine perceives of the Scottish Office as part of a thrust towards “a
more centralized [British] state,”98 whereas Lindsay Paterson recognizes it as a bulwark against
the “growing involvement of London government in [Scottish] social policy” and a nationalist
enterprise from the start.99 A similar debate abounds regarding Scottish home rule in the early
20th century. Begrudgingly growing up in the shadow of its Irish counterpart as noted by Kidd,100
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a Scottish home rule bill passed the House of Commons in 1913 with support from both Labour
and the Liberals. 101 Similar to the Scottish Office, the lines are drawn on what sort of nationalism
home rule encouraged: whether as an outgrowth of unionist-nationalism, 102 or as shaping the
sovereigntist nationalism of the SNP. 103 While academically divisive, these phenomena provide
the framework for the early SNP’s understanding of Scottishness.
The SNP’s origins reveal the contradictions which dogged the party in its early years,
with the party’s existence being owed to the 1934 merger of two seemingly incompatible
precursors. The first, the National Party of Scotland, was born of disaffected home rulers with
varying degrees of radicalism while the second, the Scottish Party, is described by R. J. Finlay as
a Tory check on the “separatism and republicanism” of contemporary nationalism. 104 Describing
the arrival of the SNP, Kidd characterizes the party as occupying the margins of Scottish politics,
noting how it took 1.3% of votes in the 1935 election and that, of the 8 races contested, deposits
were lost in 5.105 Yet, by the late-1960s, the SNP had become a real political force in Scotland
and a standard-bearer of Scottish nationalism. The remainder of Section 2 explores the party’s
growth in the 20th century while elaborating on the distinct Scottishness it advanced.
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Economic considerations help explain the growth of the SNP in the mid-20th century. Jim
Phillips accepts Gordon Brown’s thesis that the SNP’s breakthrough in the 1960s is partly owed
to “class de-alignment in electoral politics, the product in Scotland of changes in the economy
and the breaking down of the skilled working class.”106 What Phillips and Brown are referencing
is the degradation of Scotland’s traditional industrial order. As noted by Jim Tomlinson,
Scotland over-committed to the traditional “Victorian staples” in the early postwar, principally
“heavy engineering and the industries supplying this sector – coal, iron and steel”. Tomlinson
continues, writing that all of these began contracting in the 1950s, with manufacturing following
suit in the mid-1960s.107 Light industry, the attraction of which to Scotland was state policy in
the postwar,108 did not mitigate this breakdown. Returning to Phillips, he posits that the transition
from “bespoke production and craft labour” to “automated and standardised assembly” found in
light industry alienated Scottish workers, siphoning support away from Labour.109 The New
Towns also factor into this explanation. Finlay states that “the relocation of population through
overspill” helped spur the breakdown of “traditional territorial political loyalties, especially for
the Labour Party”. The New Towns, he goes on, were where the SNP “found its most fertile
ground,” thus reinforcing Pittock’s claim at this chapter’s outset.110 Economic adjustment and its
effects on politics is then one factor in explaining the SNP’s rise.
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Alongside benefitting from material considerations, success for the SNP was bound-up in
politicizing Scottishness and Scottish identity. Examples of this are notable in the party’s
campaigning during the Second World War. During his bid for Kirkcaldy, SNP candidate
Douglas Young was afforded a stage to oppose conscription “on the grounds that it was a
breach” of the 1707 Union. Similarly, the surprise victory of Robert McIntyre at the Motherwell
byelection in 1945 returned a vocal critic of Scotland’s place in the Union to Westminster.111 The
SNP’s time in the spotlight was not long during this period. The “unity” among Britons created
by the war,112 alongside the polarization of Scottish politics between Labour and the Unionists,
pushed the SNP back to the fringe. In the four general elections of the 1950s the party failed to
receive 1% of Scottish votes.113 Section 2 concludes by discussing the success of the SNP in the
later postwar as well as the party’s nationalist Scottishness, an understanding which this chapter
holds came into focus starting in the 1960s.
The SNP’s electoral success in the 1960s and 1970s is partly owed to the fashioning of an
encompassing understanding of Scottishness designed to appeal to all Scots. Alongside the antiEnglishness noted in Stewart Leith’s article, two further tenets of SNP Scottishness stand out.
The earlier of these is the party’s conversion to “unilateral [nuclear] disarmament” in 1961. 114
This followed the November 1960 pronouncement that the state would allow the installation of
American nuclear warheads near Glasgow, “provoking opposition from local authorities, trade
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unions, and the Kirk.” 115 Richard Hill, in his analysis of the relationship between disarmament
and nationalism, notes that the government’s actions enabled the SNP to cast the debate in
nationalistic terms. The missiles were construed as the “encroachment of the ‘military-industrial
complex’ of Britain” on Scotland, posing an existential threat to the country. 116 The development
of a broad understanding of Scottishness is also notable in the SNP’s “Its Scotland’s Oil” slogan
launched following the discovery of North Sea oil in the mid-1960s.117 Though there is
skepticism regarding its impact,118 North Sea oil is seen by McCrone as giving the SNP a
“political-psychological boost,” while also “open[ing] up the political possibility of an
alternative Scottish future”.119 Like disarmament, oil was framed as significant for the country as
a whole; it was all of Scotland’s oil, not exclusive to those near the fields and certainly not
Britain’s. The SNP thus promoted a form of Scottishness which, while ethnically nationalistic
and overtly anti-English, was designed to be applicable to all Scots.
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Despite all national parties supporting varying degrees of home rule by the 1970s, 120 the
SNP rode the wave of popular discontent for both Labour and the Conservatives to attain
continued political success in the 1970s. The foremost example of this is the October 1974
general election. Here the SNP took 30% of Scottish votes, returning 11 MPs and coming second
after Labour in a further 42 ridings. 121 Though the fallout of the “Winter of Discontent” again
relegated the SNP to a marginal position in Scottish politics, 122 the party and its Scottishness had
become embedded. Section 2 has brought this chapter up to 1968 and has laid out the form of
Scottishness which East Kilbride’s self-fashioned Scottishness contested. The first property of
this identity explored in Section 3 is the use of symbols of traditional Scotland in the town’s
marketing and how the utilization of these images reflects current scholarship.
Section 3: East Kilbride as Scottish in Marketing
Distinctly Scottish symbols appear throughout East Kilbride’s marketing and are an important
part of how the town is depicted as Scottish. One way that this is notable are the attempts to
connect East Kilbride with characteristics of traditional Scotland through these symbols. The
picture montage found in the brochure East Kilbride, for instance, leverages Scottish landmarks
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like Loch Lomond and the Trossachs north of the town and grouse shooting in the Scottish
Borders to suggest a connection between East Kilbride and Scotland.123 East Kilbride New
Town: Centre for Success similarly relates the town to traditional Scotland by noting the
closeness of “championship golf at Turnberry, Troon and Prestwick”. 124 East Kilbride: Guide to
all Aspects of the Town alludes to traditional Scotland most interestingly of all. Rather than
relying on Scotland’s contemporary qualities, this publication points to a rustic Scotland framed
as present in East Kilbride’s physical geography. Overtly Scottish qualities of the town include
the “beautifully wooded and steeply sided glen” of East Kilbride’s main stream and the
moorlands of the surrounding countryside.125
The use of these markers of traditional Scotland is unsurprising, broadly conforming to
what McCrone terms the “modern tourist vision” of Scotland, an outlook which he states is
essentially rural and “largely people-less”. A product of the Highland tourism boom, this
idealized Scotland is a “landscape of the mind” for McCrone, and makes the country “much
easier to market by the tourist industry”. 126 Though the development corporation was not itself a
tourist organization, evoking grouse shooting, golf and picturesque moorlands conforms to this
commercially-palatable way of understanding Scotland. A further explanation for the use of
these symbols in the town’s marketing may be the development corporation’s ambition to attract
overseas businesses to the town. Positioning traditional Scotland as accessible from East Kilbride
would have helped entice foreign companies from Europe and America. The use of these
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markers forges an association between East Kilbride and a traditional Scotland which does not
necessarily exist, given East Kilbride’s postwar foundation as a New Town.
While the above materials emphasize positive Scottish qualities, negative qualities of
Scotland are also found in the town’s marketing. Initially confusing, publications of this period
invert negative stereotypes of Scotland to show how East Kilbride departed from other industrial
centres. The foremost way that this is done in period promotional materials are discussions of
labour in East Kilbride. Premised upon contemporary events like the regular coal miners’ strikes
of this period,127 the rejection of traditional depictions of Scottish labour in these texts has
greater significance. Scotland, McCrone states, overwhelmingly “thought of itself as a workingclass society” in the postwar, with the “iconography of Scottishness” still centred on masculine
working-class symbols such as football. A testament to this image is the endurance of
Clydesidism in postwar Scotland; an artistic and literary style representing the “true,” and
definitively working-class, way of life in Scotland.128 Refutations of this stereotype are common
in East Kilbride’s marketing. Centre for Success remarks that “[i]ndustrial dispute is rare in the
town” with “two decades having thrown up a bare handful of strikes”. The importance of
appealing to international business is also notable, the text remarking that this fact surely
“contradicts the foreigner’s wrong opinion of Scotland’s labour record.”129 The distancing of the
town from negative stereotypes of Scottish labour speaks to the development corporation’s desire
to develop a form of Scottishness divorced from the thornier qualities of traditional Scotland.
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The fashioning of a less working-class understanding of Scottishness is also apparent in
one of the joint-advertisements produced by the Scottish New Towns’ development
corporations.130 The copy for the advertisement “Management – Union Confrontation” attacks
the reputation of Scottish labour, stating that “[y]ou read plenty in the press about strikes” while
the “friendly industrial relations,” of the Scottish New Towns, “rarely make the front pages”. 131
Though this advertisement is a clear attempt to woo industrialists, as seen in its publication in
papers like the Financial Times and the Economist,132 the desire to frame the New Towns as
apart from the negative stereotype of Scottish labour is notable. In response to a strike at an
ironworks in Livingston New Town, the advertisement was pulled from publication in that
week’s Sunday Times. A letter exchange between public relations agents reveals why; the claims
made in “Management – Union Confrontation” were likely to “arouse some comment” given the
labour unrest.133 East Kilbride’s Scottishness is, thus, designed to be distant from the less
desirable qualities of postwar Scotland such as the country’s image as working-class.
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Figure 2.1: Draft Advertisement, SLA EK9/4/6 – “Management
Union Confrontation,” 1972. Conceived as part of the Scottish
New Towns' joint-advertising program the 1972 advertisement
"Management - Union Confrontation" challenges the reputation
of Scotland's poor labour relations.

Another important way that East Kilbride is represented as Scottish is through the
emphasis on success in the town’s marketing. Success as a characteristic of identity is noted by
Linda Colley both in Acts of Union and Disunion, with respect to the intersection between
British identity and the success of British government, as well as in Britons: Forging the Nation
concerning the importance of Britain’s military successes. 134 Success is framed in East Kilbride’s
marketing in distinctly Scottish terms, chiefly by contrasting the town with competing Scottish
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centres. One example to this end is how promotional materials present East Kilbride as
technologically modern. Centre for Success remarks that “East Kilbriders … are accustomed to
prosperity,” and points to residents’ ownership of modern conveniences such as automobiles and
telephones as proof of this.135 The implication in this text is that other Scottish towns are not
accustomed to prosperity nor have as high ownership of modern conveniences, neither of which
reflects the increase in average wealth for many Scots in this period.136 This use of technological
modernity to contrast East Kilbride with other Scottish towns is also present in discussions of the
town’s built-environment. East Kilbride: Going to Town comments on the “very high standard”
of local houses, 137 while East Kilbride remarks on the burying of electrical wiring as evidence of
East Kilbride’s technological modernity. 138 The logic here is that other towns in Scotland are less
technologically modern than East Kilbride, and are less successful in turn. Unlike the claims
above, this point is rooted in some of the phenomena of this period, namely the continued
poverty of Scottish cities in the postwar and the persistence of slum-living. 139
Welfare too is prominent in depicting East Kilbride as Scottish, with the emphasis being
on the accessibility of welfare for residents. The provisioning of welfare is explicitly Scottish for
two reasons. Firstly, it too is used in the town’s marketing as an indicator of success, the
suggestion being that East Kilbride is more adept at providing welfare than other Scottish towns.
Secondly, welfare as a quality of postwar Scottish identity has an academic basis, with both
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McCrone and Stéphane Paquin noting the distinct importance which Scots from the mid-20th
century onwards have ascribed to welfare.140 Welfare broadly assumes two forms in East
Kilbride’s marketing. First are references to specific welfare institutions in the town. These
include the recreational facilities described in Chapter 1, many of which are framed in explicitly
welfare terms, 141 as well as the local old peoples’ home and the specialized “centre for the
mentally handicapped [catering to] both children and adults”. 142 Alongside these are East
Kilbride’s consumer advocacy centre, the first in Scotland, 143 as well as the prevalence of both
secular and denominational schools for local children. 144 Secondly, promotional materials also
note welfare’s infusion into the town’s physical environment, such as the pedestrian-exclusive
walkways featured in the Guide to All Aspects of the Town,145 and the development of houses for
all income groups in the town.146 This final signifier of welfare is one of the few references to
class in East Kilbride’s marketing altogether.
To close this discussion of how welfare is noted in representations of East Kilbride as
Scottish, Section 2 examines one specific advertisement which directly addresses this theme.
Reproduced in Figure 2.2, this advertisement’s utility is twofold. Firstly, it reiterates the points
made above regarding welfare in the town, pointing to its presence in everyday features of East
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Kilbride. Moreover, this advertisement offers an important insight regarding East Kilbride’s
Scottish identity; the self-fashioned Scottishness which forms the bedrock of this identity was
developed to be as non-confrontational as possible. The principal reason for this, as shown in
“Management-Union Confrontation” and its rejection of the stereotype of Scottish labour, is to
aid in the goal of attracting capital. This leads to the sanding-down of the edgier qualities of
Scottish identity in depicting East Kilbride as Scottish. Compared to the nationalist Scottishness
of the SNP, East Kilbride’s Scottish identity is far more amenable to potential investors.
“East Kilbride District and the New Town: for the best of everything,” 147 presents its
message effectively; East Kilbride is committed to welfare, and this commitment is present
throughout the town. This message is made clear in both the pictorial content of this
advertisement and in many of its bullet-points. Importantly, “for the best of everything”
demonstrates how depicting East Kilbride as Scottish intersects with the desire to promote the
town. This is established in the first bullet-point, “for industry,” the presence of which is at odds
with the more welfare-oriented points like “for the beauty of the countryside” or “for clean air
for children to live, play and grow up in”. This advertisement makes clear that East Kilbride’s
Scottish identity conforms to Kavaratzis’ definition of “smokestack-chasing”. The importance
ascribed to welfare in the town’s marketing is ultimately deployed to differentiate East Kilbride
from competing sites and help sell it to business. In this regard, the town’s Scottishness is
comparable to the other self-fashioned understandings of Scottishness encountered in Section 1.
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Figure 2.2: Advertisement, SLA EK9/1/39 – “East Kilbride District and the New Town: for the best of everything,” 1977/3. This
advertisement shows how East Kilbride’s commitment to welfare is represented in its advertising. Notably, this advertisement
also shows the pre-eminence of attracting business with the “for industry” bullet-point.

Having looked at how East Kilbride is portrayed as Scottish in its marketing, Section 3
closes by offering answers to the first two questions posed above. Question 1 asked how East
Kilbride was represented as Scottish, a query which this section offers two responses to. Firstly,
there is the evocation of markers of traditional Scotland in marketing from this period such as
golf, grouse shooting and Scottish landmarks. Similar to this, Section 3 has noted the inversion
of elements of traditional Scotland in the town’s marketing, with the framing of East Kilbride as
removed from the militancy of Scottish labour being most notable. The inversion of stereotype in
this instance re-centres the town’s Scottish identity away from being working-class, as seen in
“Management-Union Confrontation”. A similar attempt at reinventing an embedded local
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identity is noted by Stephen Ward in his discussion of the “Glasgow’s Miles Better” campaign in
the 1980s, with local promoters attempting to shrug off the city’s image as working-class.148
The second way that East Kilbride is depicted as Scottish in period promotional materials
concerns the use of success in the development corporation’s self-fashioned Scottishness.
Success is deployed in the town’s marketing to present East Kilbride as exceptional compared to
other urban centres. Analysis of period promotional materials noted the utilization of the town’s
technological modernity and commitment to welfare as indicators of this success, with the
implication being that other Scottish towns were less successful in these respects than East
Kilbride. Despite the robustness of this identity, silences in the town’s promotional material are
notable, namely the absence of the town’s residents and how they understood this Scottish
identity. The insertion of East Kilbride’s residents into this identity occurs in Section 4.
Question 2 asked about how themes in postwar Scottish history are reflected in East
Kilbride’s Scottishness. The foremost way that this was noted was regarding welfare. Welfare
appears consistently in the town’s promotional materials; seen as present in its homes, in its
schools and in its roads. An additional theme present in Section 3 was the emphasis on attracting
overseas business. Noted overtly in the discussion of labour in Centre for Success, evidence of
how the development corporation employed this identity to attract business to East Kilbride was
also present in the use of markers of traditional Scotland. More striking are the themes absent in
these representations. Most jarring is the near total silence regarding class in the town. The lone
instance where class was directly gestured towards was with respect to the provisioning of
housing for all income groups in East Kilbride, with more discrete nods to this theme seen in
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discussions of Scottish labour. Similarly, marketing of this period is largely silent on both local
politics and emergent Scottish nationalism. While materials from this decade reflect current
events, such as the regular industrial disputes of the postwar, overt reference to East Kilbride’s
politics is not found in the town’s marketing. Chapter 2 now analyzes local media coverage from
this period, studying how the town’s Scottish identity was understood by contemporaries.
Section 4: East Kilbride as Scottish in Newspaper Coverage
Media coverage of East Kilbride in this period frequently praises the town and, in doing so, both
repeats development corporation talking points and acknowledges elements of the town’s
Scottish identity. Two articles published by the Glasgow Herald, “Topping new towns league”
and “New town growth,” revel in the successes of East Kilbride, parroting official figures on the
ownership of the modern conveniences by residents.149 While coverage of the town sours
somewhat towards the end of the decade, finding positive articles on East Kilbride remains
trivial. The 1976 Sunday Mail article “The Glesga keelies have gone up in the world” too
presents familiar statistics while also embodying them through interviews with some of the
town’s inhabitants.150 Most reverential of all is the Sunday Post’s 1979 article “The Message of
East Kilbride”. The thesis of this article is that “[East Kilbride] offers us a road to recovery”
amid the economic direness of the 1970s.151 Though coloured by its recognition of Scotland’s
economic problems, this article positions the town as exemplary for the nation as a whole. While
the development corporation’s understanding of Scottishness uses success to show how East
Kilbride out-competes other industrial centres, this article goes further and recognizes the town’s
instructional potential, a topic revisited with respect to urban planning in Chapter 4.
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Negative coverage of East Kilbride is also present between 1968-1979. Interestingly,
many of these articles premise their criticisms on the lived experience in East Kilbride. Even
during the rosier early years of this decade, it is possible to find reporting which is critical of the
town. For instance, a 1969 article quotes a SNP town councillor who bemoans the supposed lack
of “community spirit” in East Kilbride owing to insufficient “person-to-person contact”.152
Though limited, this article marks the earliest contestation of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity in
this period. Other challenges to this end engage with the town’s provisioning of welfare, with
some newspaper coverage using class to critique this facet of identity. This is the case in the
articles “Why New Towns Say ‘No’ to City’s Tenants” and “Scottish new towns ‘have failed
with low-income groups’,” both of which see East Kilbride as discriminating against potential
working-class residents. The first of these articles is especially biting, stating that the “workshy
lives” and unclean homes of working-class families present barriers for those hoping to migrate
to the town.153 Additional attacks on welfare come from accusations that East Kilbride did not
sufficiently provide for its adolescent and young-adult population. One example of this concerns
housing for this group, a failing which ultimately required the assistance of the YMCA. 154 The
aforementioned Sunday Mail article also addresses recreation. Further interviews with local
youth point to the lack of facilities for adolescents, with one interviewee noting that the town’s
solitary dance club was insufficiently mature and was over-crowded with younger teenagers.155
Most direct in probing East Kilbride’s shortcomings is the article “Special Investigation
on East Kilbride: that Old New Town Neurosis” published in the ladies’ magazine Scottish
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Women’s Way. The foremost way that the town’s Scottish identity is challenged is again found in
charting its failure to provide for residents. One particularly scandalous detail to this end is in
this article’s highlighting of substance abuse in East Kilbride, namely alcohol and glue-sniffing.
The article links this state of affairs to the “boredom and ‘kicking against the system’” of the
town’s youth.156 Another critique of this identity found in the article comes from its discussion of
residents’ alienation, recalling the absence of “person-to-person contact” noted by the SNP
councillor. A quote from a young Glaswegian migrant proves informative to this end, wherein he
states that “‘[a]t least in Glasgow you felt as if you belonged’.” The interviewee continues,
remarking that “‘here they are so busy showing off their tax offices and bloody youth clubs that
no-one gives a damn whether we are happy or not’”. A similar sentiment is present in an
interview with a young Glaswegian mother who had relocated to the town, dissatisfaction in her
case arising from the fact that she felt “‘really confined to the house’” and missed the family
members left behind.157 Given the importance of welfare to East Kilbride’s Scottish identity as
shown in the town’s marketing, the criticisms found in this article represent a partial rejection of
this identity altogether. Having analyzed the newspaper coverage which engages with this
identity, Section 4 concludes by answering the last question posed at this chapter’s outset.
Question 3 enquired as to whether East Kilbride’s Scottishness was contested between
1968-1979. Though certain characteristics of this identity go unchallenged in local reporting,
with the town’s connections to traditional Scotland being undiscussed and its technological
modernity supported in newspaper coverage, criticisms were levelled at the provision of welfare
in East Kilbride. Contestations of this quality of the town’s Scottish identity were most
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discernable when its inhabitants were made a part of the conversation on this identity. The
inclusion of East Kilbride’s adolescents undermined the abundance of recreational opportunities
in the town, while scrutiny of East Kilbride’s selective migration policies pointed towards a
disinterest in accommodating potential working-class residents. Most damning of all was the
attack on local welfare found in the Scottish Women’s Way article. More forceful than other
articles of this period, the interviews with the Glaswegian migrants revealed the uncomfortable
reality that life in the town was worse than what they had left behind. With Abrams et al. noting
that many relocated to East Kilbride out of a desire to improve their quality of life, 158 the town’s
failure to live up to the standard of welfare it projected must have been disappointing. Chapter 2
concludes by reflecting on how this thesis’ overall goal of illuminating elements of postwar
Scottish history has been advanced through studying East Kilbride’s Scottish identity.
Conclusion to Chapter 2
Through examining East Kilbride’s Scottish identity Chapter 2 has provided several important
insights for postwar Scottish history. The most notable of these is regarding its contribution to
how Scottishness and Scottish identity is understood in the postwar. While much has been
written about these topics very little of it has considered how they relate to East Kilbride.
Interrogating how East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how it was represented as Scottish has,
for instance, provided another example of self-fashioned Scottishness, similar to the examples
found in Section 1. An important observation on its own, examination of this identity has also
shown how the self-fashioning of Scottishness occurred in East Kilbride’s promotional materials.
This was achieved by noting the selective employment of characteristics of Scottish identity in
these texts, with many of the qualities being rooted in overarching phenomena of this period.
Most notable to this end was the intersection between East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and the
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reputation of Scottish labour in this period, with the development corporation rejecting this
image and instead proposing a form of Scottish identity which was less working-class in outlook.
Beyond these localized examples, examination of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity has
also shown how the town interacted with larger themes present in postwar Scottish history. The
principal way that this appeared was with respect to welfare and the discussions around this topic
in the archival sources. Welfare was an integral part this identity, and evidence to this end was
notable throughout the town’s marketing. Examination of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity
revealed not only how welfare was distributed to its residents but how it interacted with other
qualities of this identity. Crucial for this thesis is how critiques of welfare in East Kilbride are
used to challenge its Scottish identity. Discussions of the failure to provide welfare, first in “The
Glesga keelies have gone up in the world” and later in “that Old New Town Neurosis,” point to
the challenges which Britain’s welfare state faced in the later postwar. The latter article was
particularly informative to this end, noting not only the alienation of the town’s residents but also
the slippage between the represented commitment to welfare in East Kilbride and what was
actually available. Analysis of East Kilbride’s Scottish identity has then shed further light onto
the personal experience of welfare in postwar Scotland. With the analysis of East Kilbride’s
Scottish identity completed, this thesis moves to Chapter 3, examining the town’s British identity
and how it was depicted as such between 1968-1979.
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Chapter 3: East Kilbride as British
Chapter 3 studies East Kilbride’s British identity and how it is conveyed in the town’s marketing
and annual reports between 1968-1979. The basis for studying this identity is derived from the
Moreno Scale. Developed by Spanish sociologist Luis Moreno and first applied to Scotland in
1986,159 the Moreno Scale has been an essential method of surveying national identity. In order
to discern how they value their identities, interviewees are asked which of five categories they fit
into: Scottish not British, more Scottish than British, equally Scottish and British, more British
than Scottish and British not Scottish. Critiqued by McCrone and Bechhofer for the few
intermediary positions between the extremes, 160 the Moreno Scale assumes that some Scots hold
multiple identities, a powerful observation which this thesis extends to East Kilbride.
This chapter offers insights about the identities of East Kilbride by examining the nature
of British identity and how it is present in visions of the town over the 1968-1979 period.
Chapter 3 examines how the East Kilbride Development Corporation understood and managed
its interactions with the British state in the planning and promotion of East Kilbride. An analysis
of East Kilbride’s archival materials reveals both how the British state engaged with Scotland in
the postwar, while also showing the strong attachment which the development corporation had to
one of the principal forms of Britishness in this period. Through interrogating this identity, it is
also possible to show how this form of Britishness was understood by contemporaries. To grasp
the form of Britishness present in notable in East Kilbride’s archival sources in this period,
Section 1 sketches the history of the integration of Scotland into the British state, noting how
Britishness has evolved since 1707.
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Section 1 briefly lays out the history of Scotland’s integration into the British state and
remarks upon how the understanding of Britishness found in East Kilbride’s archival materials
comes about in the postwar. This thesis holds that Britishness develops from a weak sense of
identity in the early history of Union, to a more robust understanding in the postwar. The form of
Britishness which this thesis is interested in is noted by Paul Ward as having “remain[ed] central
… until the 1980s” and was a product of the increased presence of the British state in the
everyday lives of Britons.161 Moreover, Christopher Harvie contends that circumstances like the
Great Depression and the Second World War facilitated the sole moment of “British
nationalism” in the postwar, a phenomenon which this thesis holds as aligning with the
development of the form of Britishness examined in this chapter.162 Providing the evolution of
Britishness is thus requisite for the analysis carried out in sections 2 & 3, with characteristics of
this expression of identity being featured throughout archival sources between 1968-1979.
Section 2 examines how East Kilbride is presented as British in marketing from this
period. In practice, this requires investigating how specific properties of the form of Britishness
laid out in Section 1 are used in the town’s promotional material. As an apparatus of the postwar
welfare state, the East Kilbride Development Corporation was partly premised on promoting an
understanding of Britishness which reflected the greater role of the state. As Nicola McEwan
notes, “the welfare state represented a powerful symbol of British nationhood” and that “the
welfare state established a set of institutions which were recognizably British,” with bodies like
New Towns and their development corporations helping advance this understanding of
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Britishness in the postwar.163 Investigating East Kilbride’s marketing sheds light on the contours
of this form of Britishness, while also illustrating how it was conveyed between 1968-1979.
Scrutinized in Section 3, the annual reports document the intimate side of the
development corporation and are a worthwhile tool for interrogating East Kilbride’s British
identity. As noted in Chapter 1, these texts are more introspective, presenting observations which
are not seen in other archival sources from this period. In this regard, these documents are able to
provide information on the town’s British identity while also being able to comment on the
relationship between the British state and East Kilbride. In particular these documents show how
strains in this relationship develop, recording how these fissures impact East Kilbride. The
annual reports also illustrate the financial investment which the British state had in the town.
Useful for assessing the impact of the British state on East Kilbride, Section 3 makes clear the
level of financial assistance which Westminster provided to the town.
Chapter 3 now turns to the history of Scottish integration with the rest of Britain. The
case for beginning this section at the outset of Anglo-Scottish Union is clear. Starting Section 1
in 1707 allows for a firmer understanding of how Scotland was folded into the British state while
also showing how resistance to integration impacted the historical development of Britishness.
The factors which shaped Britishness in the postwar have an extensive lineage and cannot be
explained by analyzing only the most recent history of Union.
Section 1: Becoming British
Scottish involvement in the empire is the earliest phenomenon integrating Scotland into Britain.
Discussed at greater length in Chapter 4, empire warrants a brief discussion here. In return for
giving-up their sovereignty, Scots gained trading access with England’s empire, something
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previously prohibited under the Navigation Acts. 164 Empire offered an outlet for Scots to find
success abroad,165 while also bringing in materials which revitalized Scotland’s flagging
economy. 166 The human costs of empire were tremendous, having brought with it the expansion
of slavery;167 however, empire has been seen as an early factor in integrating Scotland. 168 The
expansion of the state too was an integrative process of this period. Frequently resisted,169 the
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Allan I. Macinnes, “The Treaty of Union: Made in England,” in Scotland and the Union, 1707-2007, ed. Tom
Devine (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008), 55-7.
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Empire facilitated Scottish immigration to a heretofore unprecedented level. While the immigration of lowerclasses Scots into the empire is discussed at greater length in Chapter 4 it is worth noting, as Devine does, the
prevalence of Scots in empire’s civil service. In recounting the “Spoils of Empire,” Devine points to some regions of
empire which showcased high numbers of Scots working as administrators. This includes North America, which he
notes had “[t]hirty Scottish-born governors and lieutenant governors” between 1700-1800, and the Hudson’s Bay
Company which, in 1799, drew 78% of its staff from Orkney in northeast Scotland. See T. M. Devine, “The Spoils of
Empire,” in Scotland and the Union, 1707-2007, ed. T. M. Devine (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008),
102-4 for further details.
Beyond colonial domains, Scottish integration with the rest of Britain also provided migration
opportunities within Britain itself. London is particularly remarkable in this respect and is commented upon by
Linda Colley in Acts of Union and Disunion. See Colley, Acts of Union and Disunion, 91 for further details.
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Left in shambles through a series of poor harvests and worse investments in the late-17th and early-18th
centuries, the Union of 1707 helped revitalize segments of Scotland’s economy. Though economic rebuilding was a
slow-going process, by the mid-18th century western Scotland – and Glasgow in particular – had profited greatly
from imperial commerce. Tobacco is the most well-recognized of these new markets, having been the subject of
Devine’s landmark 1975 Tobacco Lords. For a more recent analysis of this revitalization by see Devine, “The Spoils
of Empire,” 96-7. For The Tobacco Lords see T. M. Devine, The Tobacco Lords: A Study of the Tobacco Merchants of
Glasgow and their Trading Activities c. 1740-90 (Edinburgh: John Donald Publishers, 1975).
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See See T. M. Devine, “Did Slavery make Scotia great?,” Britain and the World Vol. 4 (1) (2011), 45-50 for further
detail on how empire facilitated slavery and Scotland’s role in this process.
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Kidd recognizes the historical importance of empire as an integrative factor between Scotland and the rest of
Britain. In particular, he notes that period commentators who positively assessed the role of empire for Scottish
integration frequently ignored the contours of the post-Union state itself or Scotland’s place within it, focusing
instead on its positive economic outcomes. See Kidd, Union and Unionisms, 27 for his discussion of period
commentary on Scotland in the empire.
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The most notable resistance to the new British state were the Jacobite insurrections of the early-18th century. A
movement fundamentally based on the desire to restore the deposed Stuart dynasty, the two most famous
Jacobite uprisings occurred in 1715 and 1745. Jacobitism has, in the centuries following its suppression captured
popular imagination, something which Ryan McNutt sees as a product of “lost cause” myth-making. See Ryan
McNutt, “‘What’s left of the flag’: the Confederate and Jacobite ‘lost cause’ myths, and the construction of mythic
identities through conflict commemoration,” Journal of Conflict Archaeology Vol. 12 (3) (2017), 145-7. A further
Jacobite uprising, this time in 1719 was suppressed not by the state but by the weather. For further discussion of
this event and the role of period understanding of weather in military operations see Patrick Klinger, “Weather and
the Jacobite Rebellion of 1719,” Environment and History Vol. 23 (2) (2017), 197-216.
Further examples of large-scale resistance to the new British state in post-Union Scotland include the Malt
Tax Riot of 1725 and the Porteous Riots of 1736. Both events are recognized by Amy Watson as at least partially
the product of the rapid expansion of the state in Scotland; the prior riot being caused by the enforcement of
increased taxes on malt in Glasgow, while the latter resulted from British clumsiness in handling the dismissal of
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century following 1707 abounds with examples of the expansion of the new state into Scotland.
The use of the British fiscal system in Scotland, as noted by Julian Hoppitt, is one example of
this. 170 More impressive is how the growth of the state physically integrated Scotland. Projects
accomplishing this were military in nature, with Jo Guldi seeing the road-building in 18th century
Scotland as an extension of the British state’s desire to “[police] the Scottish clans”. 171
Despite these moves towards integration, de facto sovereignty endured in many areas
until the late-19th century. Much of the everyday business of running Scotland “was devolved to
town councils and supervisory boards,” Devine comments, highlighting Scotland’s indigenous
prisons and poor law boards.172 Scotland’s educational system was also guarded, with the
parochial system eventually reformed to British standards through the Education Act 1872.173
Scottish civil society too remained partially autonomous, the country sending representatives to
Westminster but with bodies like the Convention of Royal Burghs providing a forum for
Scotland’s middle-class away from London.174 Later institutions such as the Scottish Office,

Edinburgh City Guard Captain John Porteous. For further discussion of the causes and outcomes of these events
see Amy Watson, “Patriotism and Partisanship in Post-Union Scotland, 1724-1737,” The Scottish Historical Review
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Throughout his article Julian Hoppit outlines how the British fiscal and taxation systems were implemented in
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collected increased considerably beginning in the 1780s, Hoppitt nevertheless notes that per capita tax collected in
Scotland was less than half of that in England and Wales. See Julian Hoppit, “Scotland and the Taxing Union, 17071815,” The Scottish Historical Review Vol. 98 (1) (2019), 45-70 for further details.
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Guldi outlines this program in greater detail. Beginning in 1726, extensive military road-building in Scotland was
the first of its kind in Britain, with “about 250 miles of road” constructed over 11 years. “[A]veraging sixteen feet
wide,” these roads linked the northern fortresses Fort William and Fort Augustus with Inverness. This physical
reshaping of Scotland continued with the Jacobite insurrection of 1745 which motivated additional road
construction in south-central Scotland. Military road-building in Scotland continued until 1815 when oversight and
maintenance of roads in Scotland was transferred to Parliament. See Jo Guldi, Roads to Power: Britain Invents the
Infrastructure State (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2012), 29-30 for further details.
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Scottish Identities: Family, Nation, and the Worlds Beyond, eds. Jodi Campbell et al. (Guelph, Ontario: Centre for
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The Convention of Royal Burghs, likened by Paterson to Scotland’s “fourth estate after the law, churches and
the boards,” are seen by him as being roughly analogous to the diets of Central Europe. Comprised of
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have as well been interpreted as defenders of Scottish interests, as noted in Chapter 2. Though
further examples of administrative integration appear in the late-19th century, they were limited
to matters like public health,175 large-scale integration having stalled prior to the 20th century.
The absence of structural integration and retention of many distinct Scottish institutions
characterizes Britishness during the first two centuries of Union as weak. This weakness should
not be viewed as a negative. Rather, as Michael Keating notes, this stage of Britishness is an
essential stop for its later development.176 For Ward, the weakness of this early Britishness
allowed for identity-pluralism among Britons; the coexistence of national identities within an
overarching British identity. Examples of this in Britishness since 1870 come in discussions of
Britain’s non-English statesmen; politicians such as Gladstone and Keir Hardie, presented
themselves as Scottish yet articulated this identity in the language of Britishness. 177 This weak
form of Britishness did not last, with events and phenomena beginning in the 19th century
leading to the development of a more robust form of Britishness.

commissioners from Scotland’s trading towns, the Convention of Royal Burghs functioned as a pressure group
which pressed Westminster to enact reforms in its interests. The most notable of these, Paterson notes, was the
Scottish Office which this body advocated for on the basis of the lack of attention being paid to Scottish business
by Westminster. See Paterson, The Autonomy of Modern Scotland, 55 & 62 for further details.
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Largely the product of lobbying by the Faculty of Advocates, another forum of 19th century Scottish civil society,
in this case Paterson notes that the surrender of Scottish distinctiveness was ultimately less important than the
“universal claims of science”. See Ibid., 64 for further details.
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Keating states that Britishness has historically allowed Scots to have a “dual identity, protecting their own
national identity but giving the benefits of a larger polity”. This “dual identity” hearkens back to the legal form of
belonging referenced in Chapter 2. In this case, this signifies the porousness of the weak form of Britishness from
the early history of Anglo-Scottish Union. See Keating, The Independence of Scotland, 27 for more information.
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Regarding the pluralism which characterizes early Britishness see Ward, Britishness since 1870, 5. Ward
ultimately sees the intersection between Gladstone’s Scottish and British identity as reflected by his “[playing] up
of his Scottish connections”. See pg. 150 for Ward’s brief note on Gladstone. Concerning Keir Hardie, Ward notes
that he employed a flexible understanding of the line between Britishness and Scottishness, stating that “Hardie
made more of his Scottish past and of Scottish culture” yet nevertheless “understood labour politics as acting best
within an all-British context”. For Ward’s discussion of Keir Hardie see pg. 98.
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One venue where additional integration is evident is regarding the economy. Scotland
had long played a noteworthy, if ultimately peripheral, role in the economy of the British Isles. 178
Scottish membership in the Union, and its effects on tariffs, directed Scotland’s economy to
serve this emerging market. As the imperial state expanded in the 19 th and 20th centuries, so too
did Scottish participation in it, with the Scottish economy mirroring the overall British focus on
producing exports. This trend continued into the 20th century, 179 with Cameron’s analysis of
Scottish employment statistics between 1881 and 1921 pointing to alignment between sections of
Scottish and British economies.180 Cross-border commerce as well offers clues regarding the
extent of economic integration. The creation of truly British firms through the buying-up of
Scottish competitors is one marker of this. More common in the 20th century,181 this phenomenon
indicates the emergence of a distinctly British economy. Integration is thus seen both in the arc
of the Scottish economy as well as its growing linkages with the rest of Britain.
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It should be noted, however, that there was significant regional economic variation in Scotland which diverged
from the overall British template. This trend was especially notable in Scotland’s more remote regions, namely the
Highlands and Islands. Having noted that, there are exceptions in Lowland Scotland as well. Cameron comments on
the higher percentage of Scots employed in shipbuilding – principally on the Clyde – and the lower percentage of
Scots employed in finance and financial services than in the rest of Britain. See Cameron Impaled Upon a Thistle,
42-44 for a breakdown of Scottish employment over the 1881-1921 period by industrial classification.
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Pittock notes that “Scottish businesses [in the 20th century] lacking an established market position in new areas
or ‘first mover’ advantage became more vulnerable to takeover,” with approximately 235 firms from the rest of
the UK becoming “‘established in Scotland’ between 1937 and 1950”. See Pittock, The Road to Independence?, 34
for further information. Additionally, see pgs. 35-8 for Pittock’s discussion of the relative decline of Scotland’s
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Alongside empire, the World Wars are another phenomenon responsible for integrating
Scotland into the British state. While Scottish military participation had been high in the 18th and
19th centuries,182 the scale of conflict in the 20th century accelerated this process. The most direct
example of this is again regarding the economy. The point of departure from prior economic
integration is the size of state intervention, the exigencies of war forcing the state to make
Scotland’s economy British. Unprecedented in scale, MacDonald notes that state direction of the
economy during the First World War necessitated collaboration between not only Scottish firms,
but with British businesses more broadly. 183 Relocation of industry to Scotland, prominent in the
Second World War, further brought the country into the fold.184 Global conflict also integrated
Scottish institutions, with Peter L. Payne remarking that Scotland’s unions became a part of the
Westminster “establishment” during the Second World War.185 Beyond the economy, war
facilitated integration at an intimate level. Ward remarks on how this occurred during the First
World War; the “vocabulary of nation” becoming sublimated to the British experience.186
Conflict thus made the state, and Britishness moreover, pervasive throughout Scotland.
The institutions of the welfare state arrived in force in Scotland, overtaking Scottish
analogues and accelerating integration. Perhaps the most recognizable of these is the subsuming
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of local medical institutions by the new National Health Service, which Cameron comments built
upon earlier practices in Scotland.187 The New Towns are as well important to this end, being
literal testaments to the postwar state in Scotland. Government management of the economy too
continued in peacetime. Among the most pervasive forms of this was nationalization, which in
Scotland led to the public ownership of coal, steel, and shipbuilding alongside their consolidation
with British counterparts.188 Direction of industry northwards in the postwar as well points to
integration. Through groups like the Scottish Council (Development and Industry), 189
government intervention in Scottish industry boomed after 1945. Despite these moves to
integrate, Scottish distinctiveness persisted, much of which was owing to the Scottish Office. 190
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The result of further integration in the early-20th century was the development of a form
of Britishness which was more robust than its antecedents. Informed by the circumstances of the
World Wars, this form of Britishness depended on being more incorporative and ultimately more
pervasive than earlier understandings. Evidence of the prior is noted by Keating. Engaging with
the work of T. H. Marshall, Keating remarks that the inclusion of the working-classes in this
understanding of Britishness was necessitated by the class-agnostic sacrifice of the Second
World War.191 An explanation for the pervasiveness of this form of Britishness is offered in
McCrone’s analysis of the creation of the welfare state. A principle of Britishness in the postwar,
he comments, was the British state’s role as the “instrument for guaranteeing the individual lifechances of its citizens,” and its responsibility to resolve inequalities. 192 The scale of this mandate
necessitated the creation of new welfare apparatuses, institutions which made the state present in
daily life while also strengthening a new “sense of Britishness”. 193 While pluralism was seen as
integral in earlier forms of Britishness, the form of Britishness which this chapter comments on
is less pluralistic. The reduced importance of pluralism is seen by both Ward and Harvie in the
products of the welfare state, present in the use of “national” and “British” in their names.194 This
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does not mean that pluralism is absent from this Britishness, as evident through the continued
existence of groups like the Scottish Council, but that it is more moderate than in the past.
This form of Britishness is thus seen to be incorporative, less pluralistic and more reliant
on the pervasiveness of the British state than its predecessors. It is this understanding of
Britishness which East Kilbride’s British identity is premised on, and Section 2 explores how the
characteristics above are employed in the town’s marketing. The first topic Section 2 engages
with is the use of this form of Britishness in depictions of the founding of East Kilbride, noting
how the town’s designation is seen as a direct outcome of the emergence of the welfare state.
Section 2: East Kilbride as British in Marketing
The designation of East Kilbride is among the first things touched upon in many promotional
materials. East Kilbride: Going to Town opens with a discussion of the need for the town owing
to “Glasgow’s overcrowded and poor housing conditions,” 195 with nearly identical language used
in East Kilbride Goes to Town: 1947 to 1975.196 Though many pieces of marketing uncritically
repeat this point, there are two instances where designation engages with a property of the form
of Britishness laid out above. Early in East Kilbride there are gestures to the welfare state’s need
to be incorporating and the development corporation’s role in meeting this obligation by
providing “facilities for work and leisure as well as good housing in pleasant surroundings”. 197
More direct is the second exception, East Kilbride New Town: Centre for Success. This text
hearkens back to Keating’s point regarding sacrifice by noting how East Kilbride’s establishment
intersects with the emphasis on being incorporative in this form of Britishness. Designation in
Centre for Success exemplifies “Britain’s immediate post-war vision to create new, complete and
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planned communities” which “symbol[ize] the new life for which so many in wartime fought”. 198
Further characteristics of this understanding of Britishness are also noted in East Kilbride’s
promotional materials, with a period slogan showing the lessened emphasis on pluralism.
Variations on the marketing slogan “East Kilbride, Scotland’s Sixth-Largest Town and
Britain’s Most Successful New Town” appear regularly in promotional materials from this
period. While the two clauses are occasionally separated, where there is one the other is usually
stated soon after. Figure 3.1 is an example of the use of this slogan, striking both in its boldness
and in its grammatical errors. Embodied in this slogan is another quality of this understanding of
Britishness in East Kilbride’s marketing, the lessened importance on identity-pluralism. East
Kilbride may be Scotland’s sixth-largest town, but it is the most successful New Town in all of
Britain. Analysis of the use of this slogan thus reveals how the development corporation
committed to this form of Britishness in the postwar.
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Figure 3.1: Advertisement, SLA EK9/1/87 – “a place to live and grow up
in,” 1976/11/12. Remarkable for its grammatical errors, this
advertisement contains the most concise use of the slogan.

Similar to appearances of designation in East Kilbride’s marketing, use of this slogan
appears early and often. In the case of the first clause, it is regularly used to note East Kilbride’s
rapid growth. The few departures from this which do appear employ this clause as a prelude to
designation. This is the case in East Kilbride Goes to Town, where the town’s status as
Scotland’s sixth-largest town precedes its discussion of East Kilbride’s necessity. 199 More
impactful is the use of the second clause. Though “successful” is often reduced to the town’s
ability to attract investment, such as in Growthpoint: East Kilbride,200 certain publications utilize
this clause to reference the relationship between the British state and East Kilbride. Centre for
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SLA EK9/6/1 – East Kilbride Goes to Town, 1975/5.
See SLA EK9/6/10 – Growthpoint: East Kilbride, 1972/11, 3 for further details.
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Success is again exceptional. Following this clause there is a discussion of the role of the state’s
financing of the New Town, a fact which establishes a narrative of indebtedness to the British
state in this brochure. The employment of this slogan in Centre for Success also shows how
pluralism in this form of Britishness is understood; “Britain” is clearly more important than
Scotland in the use of this slogan.201 Section 2 now analyzes portrayals of the pervasiveness of
the state in the town’s marketing, the quality of this Britishness most prevalent in these sources.
One way that the emphasis on the pervasiveness of the British state is present in East
Kilbride’s marketing is in discussions of its direct financial support of East Kilbride. Digressions
to this end are surprisingly rare. Beyond additional references in Centre for Success,202 this
characteristic is only seen in East Kilbride: Going to Town, the text remarking on the
“Government loans, … repaid with interest over 60 years”. 203 Though the indirect financial
relationship between the British state and East Kilbride is featured throughout the town’s
marketing, the silence on direct government support is curious. Firstly, funding of the town was a
matter of public record. Both The Scotsman’s “The New Towns are Achieving Their
Objectives”204 and the Edinburgh Evening News’ “New Town Pays Way at Last” comment
extensively on this financial assistance.205 The paucity of information on the direct support of
East Kilbride suggests a tenuous connection between the British state and the town, a conclusion
complicated by discussions of how it indirectly supported East Kilbride.
No publication is as forthright in laying out this property of Britishness in the postwar as
Industry Booms in East Kilbride. Four mechanisms of state aid are present on this pamphlet’s
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first page: “Board of Trade Grants,” “Regional Employment Premiums,” “Mortgage Facilities,”
and “De-Rating”. Another example of “smokestack chasing,” reflection on some of these forms
of assistance gestures to their importance for the town’s British identity. The first two are most
notable to this end, speaking to the emphasis on state pervasiveness in ways not seen in
discussions of direct financial support. For “Regional Employment Premiums,” the pamphlet
states that “recent Government legislation” allows for the subsidization of employees, from 30s.
per week for “[e]ach man employed,” to 9s. 6d. for each girl. 206 The “Board of Trade Grants” are
as well illustrative, with Industry Booms commenting that industrial companies could be eligible
for cash grants on purchased buildings and machinery. 207 The forms of state assistance outlined
here foreshadows developments from later in this period, namely the regional assistance policies
advocated for by Scottish Secretary Willie Ross.208
The importance of the increased presence of the British state to the town’s British identity
is also highlighted in references to government institutions in East Kilbride’s marketing. The
aforementioned National Engineering Laboratory (NEL) receives greatest attention in this
respect. Discussions of the NEL in period texts are reverential and offer insight about this
property of Britishness in the postwar. The 1970s pamphlet 8 Facts about East Kilbride frames
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the laboratory in explicitly national terms. The NEL is described as “the Government’s
mechanical engineering research establishment for the whole of the United Kingdom” and a
source of employment for over 1,000 university graduates and technicians. 209 East Kilbride:
Going to Town features a comparable section of the laboratory, again noting its importance to
British “mechanical engineering research and development”. 210 The other state agency found in
promotional materials of this period is the Inland Revenue’s PAYE Computer Centre.
Appearances of this institution, such as in Growthpoint: East Kilbride, likewise frame it as
British. Mentions of PAYE are less exuberant than the NEL, with these digressions being
tempered by the admission that its portfolio was restricted to Scotland only. 211 Pervasiveness is
framed here as a positive and is used to show how state support allows East Kilbride to flourish.
In conducting its analysis of East Kilbride’s marketing, Section 2 has presented several
observations regarding how the town was depicted as uniquely British between 1968-1979.
Marketing from this period employed all of the properties of the form of Britishness outlined in
Section 1. Interrogation of East Kilbride’s designation illustrated the presence of the
commitment to being socially incorporative, while examination of the period marketing slogan
showed the diminished role of identity pluralism. Most prevalent of all were the discussions of
the pervasiveness of the British state, with direct financial support, indirect financial assistance
and the literal presence of the state in East Kilbride being seen as indicators of this form of
Britishness. Analysis of these documents also occasionally provided insight on how the
development corporation felt about these qualities, with this being notable in the positive framing
of indirect support and state institutions in the town. With that said, this endorsement of state
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support seems to be couched in the fact that it made East Kilbride more amenable to potential
investors, as noted in discussions of indirect financial support. The representation of East
Kilbride as British is moreover especially disembodied. East Kilbriders are essentially absent in
depictions of this identity. A product of their business-oriented nature, portraying East Kilbride
as British is solely dependent on emphasizing the relationship between the state and the town.
Presenting this conclusion without examining East Kilbride’s annual reports would be
unconscionable. Comprising the 12 reports between 1968 and 1980, these texts offer critical
information about the town over this period and further show East Kilbride’s British identity.
Section 3: East Kilbride as British in Annual Reports
From optimism at this period’s outset, the annual reports become less enthusiastic as time goes
on, reaching an overall low point in 1976-7. Analyzing why this is the case provides valuable
information on East Kilbride’s British identity and plots the town in the 1968-1979 period. Two
factors contribute to this increasingly sour outlook. First is the worsening economic situation of
this decade. As eminent British economist Alec Cairncross comments, financial uncertainty in
Britain reached its apex in the mid-1970s through a combination of out-of-control incomes,
rising oil prices and rapid inflation.212 Reports from this period regularly mention this crisis and,
in doing so, remark on the town’s relationship to the state. Even positive texts like the Annual
Report, 1969, point to the “stringent national economic conditions” effecting the town in that
year. 213 Progressing to 1975, economic mismanagement had clearly taken a toll on East Kilbride.
Though industrial expansion continued, this report states that it was at a “reduced rate,” because
of the “recession and economic difficulties”. 214 Alongside slow growth, further evidence of the
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direness of the economy is found in the Annual Report, 1975’s point on unemployment, with
layoffs contributing to a 1.4% rise year-over-year.215 While the town’s position seems to have
improved towards the end of the 1970s,216 the British state’s inability to steer the national
economy seems to have negatively coloured the development corporation’s impression of it. This
alone did not guide this relationship, and analysis of a further factor reveals new information on
the relationship between the state and East Kilbride, as well as the town’s British identity.
The 1974 report begins by praising the government’s decision to designate another New
Town in Scotland, Stonehouse. Described as the “crowning event of an active and interesting
year,” Stonehouse was intended to further assist in the planned depopulation of Glasgow.217 The
designation of Stonehouse directly impacted East Kilbride during the 1970s, the development
corporation having been tasked with overseeing its planning. 218 Stonehouse is a recognizable
source of pride; marketing from late-1973 onwards often comments on Stonehouse, 219 and the
renaming of the development corporation to include Stonehouse speaks to its symbolic
importance.220 Sited 12 miles east of East Kilbride, Stonehouse receives extensive treatment in
the annual reports, being juxtaposed against the grim state of the economy. In the Annual Report,
1975 the “interest of industry in Stonehouse,” specifically from “major breweries and petrol
companies,” is contrasted with the aforementioned comments on the economy. 221 The 1976
report is similarly encouraging, noting successful house and road construction in addition to 400
applications from families interested in relocating. 222 Despite these reassuring signs Stonehouse
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was never constructed, planning and development of the town having been wound-up in 1977.223
Analyzing why this occurred reveals the difficulties faced in developing the town alongside the
deepening of fissures in the relationship between the British state and East Kilbride.
Stonehouse was not wound-up overnight and reports from the 1970s show how and why
this process unfolded. Annual reports which otherwise positively comment on its development
also see causes for concern. The foremost of these is the 1976 report. In describing the town’s
development, this report points to one of the main causes of the Stonehouse’s failure,
interference from regional government. Local government in Scotland had been consolidated
into regional councils in 1975, 224 resulting in both East Kilbride and Stonehouse becoming part
of the new Strathclyde region. The problems of this region, which housed over half of Scotland’s
population, are well-documented.225 For Stonehouse, issues arise from Strathclyde’s attempts to
stymie its development. Commentary to this effect appears in the 1976 report, with it stating that
“[p]ublic interest and awareness” in Stonehouse was “aroused and confused by the Strathclyde
Regional Council” which “want the New Town stopped”. In surveying the damage caused by
this meddling, the report notes that “the Region’s statements have had an immeasurable,
damaging effect on interest from industrial companies,” pushing back development by 6
months. 226 Allusions to regional interference are present in the discussion of Stonehouse’s
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winding-up in the Annual Report, 1977. References to the previous “exceptionally high demand
for industry” and the delay in “[i]mprovements to amenities and services in the area” appear as
corollaries to the regional interference seen in the 1976 report.227
Helping root East Kilbride in postwar Scottish history, the failure of Stonehouse and the
British state’s inability to manage the economy present clues regarding this chapter’s goals.
Present in East Kilbride’s marketing for promotional purposes, the annual reports note the
reliance of the town on the British state’s management of the economy in this period, with the
state’s failure to manage the economy reflected in its depictions in these texts. Exploration of
these factors has also produced new evidence on the relationship between Scotland and the
British state in the postwar. The unsuccessful development of Stonehouse New Town is framed
as a direct consequence of state intervention, chiefly owing to Strathclyde Regional Council. A
product of Westminster, commentary on Strathclyde signals the deepening of fissures between
segments of Scottish society and the British state in this period. Analysis of these factors has also
shown how qualities of the form of Britishness which this chapter is interested in were operative
in East Kilbride. Showing the pervasiveness of the British state in comments on the management
of the economy and the need to be socially incorporating in the designation of Stonehouse, East
Kilbride’s annual reports illustrate how this identity was practiced during this period.
Alongside showing the continued evolution of the relationship between the British state
and the town, examination of how the transfer of the Ministry of Overseas Development to East
Kilbride is discussed also demonstrates state pervasiveness. First mentioned in the Annual
Report, 1976, East Kilbride was selected as a new base of operations for the Ministry of
Overseas Development requiring the construction of “a new headquarters building … 10,000
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square metres” in size. While the 1976 report does not specify the role of this institution, it does
remark that this move was “to create 650 new jobs” in East Kilbride.228 Not all employees of this
agency were to be local, with the Annual Report, 1977 stating that “when completed … more
than half [of employees] will be recruited locally,” the remainder being transferred from
London.229 From the Annual Report, 1978 onwards the official figure becomes more precise,
with two-thirds of employees sourced from the surrounding area. 230
The relocation of the Ministry of Overseas Development presents insights which address
this chapter’s aims. The first of these concerns the pervasiveness of the British state in East
Kilbride, namely its persistence in the final years of this period. While the failure of Stonehouse
suggested a decline in this property of Britishness, the transfer of the Ministry to the town points
to the inverse being true. Further, the praise which this relocation receives in the reports offers
another indication of how the development corporation felt about this form of Britishness. While
the reception of indirect financial support in Section 2 was seen as rooted in the commercial
emphasis of the town’s marketing, the praise for the Ministry’s relocation resonates as an
affirmation of the development corporation’s commitment to this form of Britishness. Evidence
of this is seen in the 1978 report, with it describing the “[attraction] to East Kilbride the offices
of the Overseas Development Ministry” as the “highlight of the Corporation’s activities,” going
on to state that “[t]he relocation of the Ministry is of importance to East Kilbride” given the
number of educated young people looking for professional work.231 Section 3 now returns to the
financial relationship between the British state and development corporation, noting how it is
conveyed in the reports and reflecting on its importance to the town’s British identity.
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As noted in Chapter 1, direct financial support from the state was requisite for East
Kilbride’s day-to-day operations with three examples of this shown below. The first is found in
Table 3.1, which expands on the discussions of the loans given to the development corporation
and charts their growth over time. At the outset of this period just under £55m. was owed to the
British state by the development corporation,232 rising to £86m. at the end of this period.233 In
part owing to high inflation, 234 the rapid growth of these loans maps onto the evolving nature of
the relationship between the state and the town; the interval of rapid growth in 1974-77, for
instance, correlates with the development corporation’s oversight of Stonehouse.
Housing Subsidies paid to the East Kilbride Development Corporation, FY68-FY80 (in
£GBP)
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Table 3.1: Capital Advances from the Secretary of State for Scotland to the East Kilbride Development Corporation, Fiscal Year 1968 – Fiscal Year
1980 (in £GBP). This graph shows the indebtedness of the development corporation to the state over this period.
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Table 3.2 records the housing subsidy paid to the development corporation. As outlined
in the Housing (Financial Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1978, the purpose of this subsidy was “to
provide for grants and loans by local authorities to meet expenses of repairing houses in a state
of disrepair” and “make further provision for the improvement of houses below the tolerable
standard”.235 Starting under £960k. in 1968,236 this subsidy grows throughout this period.
Between 1974-77, the subsidy surges from slightly more than £1m.,237 to nearly £3.4m. three
years later.238 Despite the periods of quick growth being analogous to Table 3.1, the subsidy
continues increasing in the final years of this period, with a final pay-out of £3.92m. in 1980.239

Capital Advances after Yearly Deductions, FY68-80 (in £GBP)
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Table 3.2: Housing Subsidies from the Secretary of State for Scotland to the East Kilbride Development Corporation, Fiscal Year 1968 – Fiscal Year
1980 (in £GBP). This graph shows the growth of housing subsidies paid to the development corporation by the state.
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Table 3.3 shows the yearly rental rebate provided to the development corporation. The
purpose of this rebate is to lessen the financial burden of renting in East Kilbride, with the
Annual Report, 1968 remarking that the rebate “made it easier for [residents] to keep payments
up-to-date”.240 Table 3.3 shows sharp growth throughout most of this period, rising from around
£45k. in 1968 to nearly £758k. a decade later.241 In the last two fiscal years rental rebates drop by
nearly 25%. 242 There are two explanations for the growth and decline of this rebate. The
principal reason concerning the prior is East Kilbride’s high rent, noted in Chapter 1 as 25%
higher than Glasgow. The decline in the rebate likely shows the Housing (Financial Provisions)
(Scotland) Act 1978, which restricted the amount of money available for the rental rebate.243
Rental Rebates Distributed, FY68 – FY80 (in £GBP)
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Table 3.3: Rental Rebates Paid to the East Kilbride Development Corporation, Fiscal Year 1968 – Fiscal Year 1980 (in £GBP). The growth shown here
is erratic, growing rapidly until between 1968-1978 with a sharp decrease thereafter. The reason for this is likely owed to legislative measures
taken to reduce the overall spending on rental rebates by local authorities.
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Interogation of these tables has presented two further indications of how the form of
Britishness which Chapter 3 studies is seen in East Kilbride between 1968-1979. The first of
these concerns the emphasis on the pervasiveness of the state to this form of Britishness. While
more discrete than the establishment of additional institutions of the state in East Kilbride, the
expansion of financial support for the town and development corporation indicates the
persistence of this property of period Britishness. Further, analysis of these tables also shows the
need to be socially incorporating in this understanding of Britishness, principally discernable in
Table 3.3. Examination of the rhetoric on this form of support spoke to the necessity to provide
for the town’s poorer residents. Though the overall number of tenants using the rental rebate was
low, just 2,500 in the 1968 report, the need to assist “those really in need” is clearly shown
through its later expansion.244 Analysis of these reports failed to show the lessened importance of
identity pluralism to this form of Britishness while also continuing to ignore East Kilbride’s
residents. In total, the town’s residents are only gestured to once in this section, appearing as a
by-product of the analysis of the pervasiveness of the British state in Table 3.3. Chapter 3 now
concludes as a whole by discussing how the analysis carried out here helps advance this thesis’
goal of illuminating elements of postwar Scottish history, reflecting upon how studying this
identity complicates the 1968-1979 period,
Conclusion to Chapter 3
This chapter opened with a brief discussion of the Moreno Scale and now concludes by revisiting
its assumption that holding multiple identities is a sociological fact in postwar Scotland. Over
these past two chapters it has been possible to see two very different identities of East Kilbride.
The nature of Scottishness, insofar as it has historically been self-fashioned, allowed for
tremendous freedom in how the town was presented as Scottish in Chapter 2. By contrast, East
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Kilbride’s British identity was rooted in a form of Britishness which Section 1 showed to be
present in the postwar. How this identity was depicted varied in examination of East Kilbride’s
promotional materials and annual reports, with three of its characteristics seeing use in sources
from this period. Though this identity was noted as being especially disembodied, analysis of
East Kilbride’s British identity has presented observations which further this thesis’ goal.
The foremost way that studying East Kilbride’s British identity has illuminated elements
of postwar Scottish history concerns the relationship between Scotland and the British state
during this period, chiefly regarding its trajectory over this period. In Section 2, analysis of the
town’s marketing showed how the development corporation reacted to the increased attention
paid to Scotland by governments of this period, notable in the discussion of indirect forms of
state assistance. Investigation of East Kilbride’s annual reports too presented several insights to
this end. Surveying the planned Ministry of Overseas Development base in East Kilbride showed
the increasing linkages between Scotland and the British state. Conversely, assessment of these
texts also pointed to the fissures which developed in this relationship between 1968-1979. This
was especially present in digressions regarding the state’s inability to manage the economy and
the failure of Stonehouse New Town, with both of these instances illustrating points of friction
between the British state and portions of Scottish society.
Analysis of East Kilbride’s British identity also complicates how Britishness and British
identity is understood in postwar Scotland. All three of the principles of the form of Britishness
set out in Section 1 were found in the town’s marketing, with two of these three being present in
its annual reports. Regarding the first of these source bases, the town’s marketing showed how
the development corporation used these properties of Britishness in the postwar to promote East
Kilbride. Most evident in the juncture between the pervasiveness of the British state and methods
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of financial support, interrogation of promotional materials as well showed how reduced identity
pluralism and the need to be socially incorporating mandate were used to sell the town. By
contrast, reflection on the appearance of these qualities of Britishness in East Kilbride’s annual
reports demonstrated how they actually played out in the town. Apparent in the consistent
discussions of pervasiveness of the British state in the town over this period, instances of the
incorporating mandate were suggested in the designation of Stonehouse and the rental rebate
graphed in Table 3.3. Surveying how this identity is conveyed in East Kilbride’s marketing and
annual reports thus shows how characteristics of an understanding of Britishness were conveyed,
as well as embodied, in segments of postwar Scotland. Chapter 4 examines the last of East
Kilbride’s primary identities which this thesis is interested in, the town’s global identity and how
it is portrayed as such. In doing so, this chapter engages directly with scholarship regarding
global economic integration and questions claims made by prominent Scottish historians.
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Chapter 4: East Kilbride as Global
Chapter 4 analyzes East Kilbride’s global identity, the final identity which this thesis is
interested in. This chapter examines how this identity is conveyed in the town’s marketing,
media coverage and annual reports. While not a new trend, the forging of global connections
accelerated in the late-20th century, with the Scottish New Towns seen by J. N. Randall as
indicative of Scotland and Britain’s postwar global outlook.245 Analysis of the town’s global
identity engages directly with some historians’ views of global economic integration in Scotland
and complicates how global economic integration in postwar Scottish history is understood.
Interrogation of this identity furthers this thesis’ overall goal of illuminating elements of postwar
Scottish history by continuing to situate East Kilbride in this period as well as offering new
insights on global connectedness and globalization in Scotland.
All of the source bases investigated in this thesis present evidence regarding how global
economic integration effected East Kilbride between 1968-1979. These range from discussions
of the town’s access to international centres to praising the presence of overseas companies in
East Kilbride. Through analysis of these sources, Chapter 4 contributes to the discussion of
global economic integration in postwar Scottish history. Many authors who comment on this
theme interpret global economic integration in Scotland negatively and, while this chapter does
not intend to refute these claims, it is interested in problematizing how this phenomenon is
understood. To better understand the positions taken by these commentators, Section 1 lays out
in brief the history of global economic integration in Scotland. Similar to Chapter 3, this section
begins in the early modern period and goes up to 1968. The reason for starting this section this
early is to illustrate how the nature of global economic integration in Scotland changes over time,
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going from a minor phenomenon at the outset to a fundamental feature of Scotland and its
economy in the postwar. Many of the trends informing East Kilbride’s global identity are
consequences of this early connectedness. It is therefore necessary to begin at this early point in
order to effectively demonstrate the shape of global economic integration in the postwar.
Furthermore, Section 1 also begins gesturing towards the secondary effects of global economic
integration by pointing to how the lives of Scots were impacted by this process.
The investigation of this identity itself begins in Section 2. This section analyzes East
Kilbride’s marketing between 1968-1979 to glean the first insights on how the town was
depicted as uniquely global. This chapter understands this global identity to be the most
malleable explored in this thesis; similar to, but more flexible than, the town’s Scottish identity
explored in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 sees East Kilbride’s global identity as being salient when the
town’s internationalism and international linkages are stressed in archival sources. The foremost
evidence to this end in Section 2 is the representation of East Kilbride’s global connectedness
with overseas centres. While a business-centric way of understanding this identity, examination
of how these sources frame this connectedness presents worthwhile information regarding global
economic integration. Further, promotional materials of this period suggest globalization beyond
just economic integration, a point expanded upon in Section 3.
After analyzing the town’s marketing, Chapter 3 next turns to how this identity is
portrayed in East Kilbride’s newspaper coverage. Media from this period understood the town as
a node within a global network, and commentary to this end appears frequently. Regarding this
chapter’s goal of furthering how global economic integration in postwar Scotland is understood,
this source base provides a contemporary voice to further engage with the views of some
Scottish historians. Importantly, sources analyzed in this section suggest reciprocity in global
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economic integration, a point absent in East Kilbride’s marketing. To fully comprehend this
identity, Section 3 examines the town’s presence in overseas English-language publications, with
these articles helping show how East Kilbride was interpreted abroad. Finally, analysis of the
town’s newspaper coverage points to the secondary effects of global economic integration,
expanding upon the initial indicators of this found in the preceding section. Section 4 concludes
the analysis portion of this chapter by examining the development corporation’s annual reports
and how East Kilbride is depicted as global within them.
Elements of the town’s global identity present in the preceding sections, such as East
Kilbride’s global linkages and the presence of overseas business in the town, are likewise
featured in the annual reports of this period. The principal point of distinction is regarding detail,
with the annual reports showing a fuller understanding of East Kilbride’s international
connectedness. Similar to the town’s newspaper coverage, the annual reports provide a
contemporary voice through which to assess global economic integration. Notably, these texts
further illustrate the reciprocity of this relationship, something most evident in the cataloguing of
the overseas visits made by development corporation officers. Furthermore, the annual reports
point to the secondary effects of globalization more directly than other archival sources,
presenting new insights regarding international visitation and tourism in East Kilbride.
With its roadmap laid out, Chapter 4 now turns to the historiography of global economic
integration in Scotland. While global forces such as the tides and prevailing winds have always
shaped Scottish history,246 to keep Section 1’s length in check it begins with Scotland as an
imperial entity. Beginning in the early modern period and working its way to the postwar, this
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section sketches out how global economic integration with Scotland evolves, remarking on how
this process reshaped Scottish spaces and Scots themselves. In addition, this section also
comments on some of the consequences of globalization, with a keen eye towards how these
intensified in the postwar. The first topic touched upon is the role played by the failure of early
Scottish imperial projects in setting-up Scottish participation in empire.
Section 1: Scotland the Global
Scotland followed a similar trajectory to many would-be early modern European empires by
establishing outposts and companies for colonization of Africa and the Americas.247 The largest
of these efforts, Darien in Panama during the late-17th century, resulted in a failure which
consumed four times the total annual revenue of the Scottish crown.248 Despite this inauspicious
start, further imperial enterprising accompanied Scottish membership in the Union. While
allowing for the establishment of global commercial networks, such as the Johnstone family
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documented by Emma Rothschild,249 empire facilitated global economic integration within
Scotland as well. Most direct in this respect is the country’s economic orientation towards
empire. While Chapter 3 pointed towards this in its discussion of the alignment between the
Scottish and British economies in the 19th century, it is possible to find earlier evidence of this. A
notable example to this end is Paisley in western Scotland. Long “one of the most considerable
manufacturing towns in Scotland,” the 1791 Old Statistical Account of Scotland recognizes the
transformative effect of empire on the town. The text states that “[n]ot long after the Union …
the spirit of manufacture began to show itself” in Paisley, with Glaswegian merchants buying the
town’s textiles for export to both England and the colonies. 250
Glasgow, being given the “free commerce to America and the West Indies,” by the Union
as well demonstrates the local effects of global economic integration in Scotland. Growing from
approximately 24,000 people in 1755 to nearly 62,000 in 1791, 251 this phenomenon physically
reshaped Glasgow. Wealth derived from colonial commerce financed major building projects in
the town, such as the construction of the “Merchant City” and the estates of its tobacco lords and
sugar princes. 252 Moreover, empire was sentimentally inscribed into Glasgow and is recognizable
in streets named after colonies like Virginia and Jamaica. 253 Empire too redefined employment in
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the city. The Old Statistical Account remarks that it was only after “commercial intercourse with
America” was established that textile manufacturing in Glasgow began, comprising
approximately 15,000 looms in the city and nearby area in 1791. 254 The impact of global
economic integration on Scotland’s physical environment is notable as well. Among the largest
infrastructural projects in late-18th century Scotland was the construction of the Monkland Canal,
begun in 1770 and financed by Glaswegian merchants made wealthy through empire. 255
Early global economic integration in Scotland had significant secondary effects as well.
Among the most significant of these is the sizable diaspora community created by empire.
Chapter 3 pointed to the opportunities which membership in empire presented to lower and
middle-class Scots, citing their role as administrators and soldiers in Britain’s colonies. Beyond
this, Lowland and Highland migrants alike shaped the culture and institutions of Britain’s settler
colonies. Alongside importing or inventing various sports,256 Scots as well contributed to the
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civic institutions of colonies like Canada, which Cameron writes received the most Scottish
immigrants before 1850.257 Scottish settlers also played a crucial role in organizing and defining
these colonies. Settlements such as Calgary in Canada and Perth in Australia have Scottish
namesakes, while Scottish explorers named rivers and landmarks after themselves and their
homeland. Lastly, Scottish émigrés furthered global economic integration by providing the
capital and expertise to develop colonial banks and businesses.258
Section 1 now returns to Scotland and examines the effects of continued global economic
integration in the 19th century. The loss of the tobacco trade following American Independence,
while initially deleterious,259 did not mean the end of Scottish economic linkages to the new
United States. Early 19th century commercial connections with America were diverse. Among
the most unique of these was the continuation of the Scottish book trade, with Scottish texts and
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Scots themselves providing the core of much of America’s post-Independence print culture.260
Economic integration with areas beyond the north Atlantic were as well underway. These
included the large-scale textile trade between Scotland and India analyzed by Stana Nenadic, 261
the Ceylon-China opium trade facilitated by Scottish business as studied by Stan Neal, 262 and
Scottish landholding companies in Australia and New Zealand as noted by Kevin Tennent.263 As
the century progressed, so too did the impact of this phenomenon in Scotland. For Cameron,
global economic integration left Scotland increasingly vulnerable to international competition, 264
a point affirmed in Tomlinson’s analysis of Dundee’s inability to compete with Calcutta jute. 265
Relevant for East Kilbride’s global identity owing to its interest in international businesses, the
later-19th century marks the entry of multinationals in Scotland, the first being the Singer Sewing
Machine Company in Glasgow in 1867.266 A minor trend initially, multinationals colour how
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some Scottish historians understand global economic integration in the postwar. Before tackling
their claims Section 1 first notes how integration continued to unfold in the early-20th century.
The period between 1900-1945 was one of both consolidating and challenging global
economic integration in Scotland. MacDonald points to Scottish shipbuilding as the example par
excellence regarding the prior trend. Among western Scotland’s most sentimentally important
industries, shipbuilding consolidated in the early years of the 20 th century, achieving a highpoint
between 1909-1913. However, MacDonald posits that a lack of state support during the Great
Depression and an overly-competitive business environment led to Scottish shipbuilding
becoming globally uncompetitive during the 1930s.267 Similar strains are remarked upon by
Cameron, with the British state’s move away from free trade in the 1920s seen as negatively
impacting the Scottish coal industry’s export potential. 268 Meanwhile, multinationals like Singer
continued to perform well in Scotland in the early-20th century, James Newberry noting that its
Clydebank plant employed over 14,000 in 1913. 269 Finally, Bryan Glass points to the vigour of
Scottish businesses in the empire during these decades. While each of the three Scottish
businesses he highlights – John Lean & Sons, Anglo-Iranian Oil and African Lakes Corporation
– were challenged by events like the First World War and the global depression, all are seen to
be resilient in this period.270 With global economic integration in the early-20th century laid out,
Section 1 next notes the essential critique of this phenomenon which later sections complicate.
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Seeing postwar Scotland as a “branch-plant” economy, owned by foreign businesses with
little stake in local affairs, is what examining East Kilbride’s global identity in later sections
seeks to question. The historical causes for this view are remarked upon by MacDonald. The first
cause was the over-reliance on the family firm in Scotland’s industrial economy, which she
writes was easily usurped by well-capitalized multinationals. Additionally, MacDonald notes that
economic policies of the postwar prioritized encouraging investment in emergent industries from
foreign business without sufficiently supporting local entrepreneurship. 271 Regardless of the
veracity of these claims, this stance towards global economic integration is notable throughout
postwar Scottish history. Payne presents among the most focused views to this end, stating that
multinational competition restricted Scottish electronics manufacturing “mainly to making
relatively straightforward products, lacking technological content”.272 Though Cameron does not
accept this position outright, elements of it are present in Impaled Upon a Thistle, such as his
admission that more than 100,000 Scots were employed by multinationals in Scotland in the
1950s.273 The Scottish New Towns too are relevant to this view, with both Paterson and Randall
seeing them as typically “branch-plant” in terms of industry. 274 To take this chapter up to 1968,
Section 1 closes by examining global economic integration in the postwar.
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While older multinationals like Singer persisted into the postwar,275 new overseas
businesses arrived in Scotland as well. These included IBM, whose electric typewriter factory
opened in Greenock in 1954,276 and Chrysler, which took over the Linwood automobile factory
from British car manufacturer Rootes in 1964.277 The postwar as well tested the resiliency of
earlier economic integration. Glass analyzes how decolonization strained economic integration
between Scotland and the empire by showing how the three Scottish companies noted above
grappled with postwar political realities. 278 Everyday life was as well impacted by global
economic integration. Products made overseas flooded the Scottish market in the decades
following 1945, a trend which Tomlinson and Gibbs note was recognized by contemporary
commentators as a matter of critical importance. 279 Finally, Phillips shows the intersection
between state policy and economic integration through his analysis of Oceanspan; a government
policy beginning in the 1960s aimed at the “regeneration of central Scotland’s industrial belt” by
making it a “bridge” between America and Europe. Throughout his chapter on Oceanspan
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Phillips shows how the state and Scottish businesses sought to integrate the economies of eastern
and western Scotland, thereby encouraging foreign investment and reviving local industry.280
Chapter 4 now analyzes how East Kilbride is represented as global in its promotional
materials. As noted above, these documents understand this identity in business terms, with
marketing attempting to attract investment by showing the town’s potential as a global business
site. Exploring these sources provides insight which begins engaging with how global economic
integration is understood by some Scottish historians, namely the “branch-plant” stereotype and
whether East Kilbride can be seen as one. Lastly, these materials also gesture to some of the
effects of economic integration beyond the economy.
Section 2: East Kilbride as Global in Marketing
Among the principal ways that East Kilbride is represented as part of a global economic network
is through framing the town as an internationally connected site. Gestures to this end are present
early in East Kilbride, with a spread showing both the distance to New York and Stockholm and
the closeness of Glasgow and Prestwick airports.281 East Kilbride: Going to Town is similar in
showing the town’s connectedness, the “Where we are” section noting the proximity of the
“container terminals and the seaports of the Clyde and the Forth” while also remarking on the
nearby airports.282 Among the town’s promotional materials, East Kilbride Development
Corporation Industrial Presentation from 1978 is most meticulous in presenting East Kilbride as
globally connected. This text showcases the town’s easy access to travel and gives the distances
for many international centres in North America and Europe including Chicago, Los Angeles,
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Munich and Paris.283 The joint-advertisements also stress East Kilbride’s connectedness, with the
copy-text for “Once You’re in the Five, it’s Easy to Get Out Again” asking “How long, for
instance, does it take an executive to get from Livingston to London? Ipswich to Irvine?
Glenrothes to Germany?”. 284 Marketing from 1968-1979 thus readily depicts East Kilbride as a
globally linked site. Beyond this, some publications use contemporary events to further assert
this status, and it is these which Section 2 now discusses.
Events shaping global economic integration are also found in East Kilbride’s marketing
and speak to Bauman’s idea of “liquidity” with respect to identity. Most notable are publications
which comment on Britain’s 1973 ascension to the European Community. 285 In this context, East
Kilbride is envisioned as a stepping-stone for American and British businesses looking to break
into Europe. Presaging later publications, the text for the joint-advertisement “Scotland’s New
Towns, the Unfair Advantage” states that the Scottish Central Belt was “already being termed
the Gateway to Europe” in 1972.286 Also from 1972, Growthpoint: East Kilbride remarks that the
town was being conceived of as an “integral part” of ambitions to create “an industrial and
commercial bridgehead into Europe”.287 Centre for Success too comments on East Kilbride in
Europe, beginning with the unusual claim that “[t]he Scots are Europeans and have been for over
five centuries”. The publication’s “Scotland in Europe” subsection extolls the promise of
European Community membership, stating that “[m]odern Scotland is the springboard into
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Europe” while praising the contribution of European firms in local industries like electronics and
chemicals.288 While also business-centric, the importance of current events to this identity
foreshadows the diverse secondary impacts of globalization seen in this chapter’s later sections.
Marketing of this period as well notes the presence of overseas businesses in East
Kilbride. Far from bemoaning multinationals in the town, these companies are positively
discussed in its marketing. The brochure East Kilbride: Going to Town states that, of the 350
industrial companies in East Kilbride, more than 30 were of overseas origins. 289 Growthpoint too
touches upon the number of international firms in the town, albeit with greater precision. Of the
31 foreign companies in East Kilbride in 1972, the booklet states that 16 were American, with
the balance coming from places such as Germany, France, Norway and Sweden. 290 Marketing of
this period also praises specific multinationals. Foremost to this end is East Kilbride’s history of
the Cincinnati Shaper Company, an American firm which first arrived in the town 1958 and had
grown from 59 employees to over 200 in 1967. 291 Similar discussions of several East Kilbridebased multinationals are found in the Scottish New Town News from 1977. The longest of these
concerns the Gray Tool Company, an “American oil based corporation” planning to manufacture
equipment for North Sea oil extraction. 292 Still more multinationals highlighted include “[a]
German manufacturer of scientific glassware, Heraeus Quartz Fused Products,” “Molem
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Chemie, a Dutch company engaged in the industrial chemical field” and the American Ryder
Truck Rental, which planned to “set up its Scottish depot in East Kilbride. 293
Foreign-language publications intended for international businesses are also present
between 1968-1979. The covers of two pieces, East Kilbride – Centre d’Expansion and East
Kilbride und Stonehouse: Raum für Industrie, are reproduced in Figure 4.1. The first of these, the
French Centre d’Expansion, is nearly identical to Growthpoint: East Kilbride in content although
there are minor variations between the texts.294 Interestingly, Centre d’Expansion seems to be the
original, its 1969 publication antedating Growthpoint by 3 years. The second text, the German
Raum für Industrie is wholly distinct from other marketing. Published between 1973 and 1977,
the brochure begins by discussing the multinational presence in the town. Of the 32 overseas
firms in East Kilbride 26 are American, with others coming from “Sweden, France, Germany,
Australia, Norway and Switzerland”. 295 Raum für Industrie appears intended for all Germanspeaking countries, with evidence to this end found in its record of shipment times between East
Kilbride and several European cities. A 20-foot shipping container, it states, could be expected in
Antwerp in 3 days, Stuttgart in 4 and Vienna and Chiasso on the Switzerland-Italy border in 5.296
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Figure 4.1: Front Covers of Brochures SLA EK9/6/51 – East Kilbride: Centre d’Expansion, 1969 & SLA EK9/6/54 – East Kilbride und
Stonehouse: Raum für Industrie, c. 1973-1977. Foreign language publications, while uncommon during the 1968-1979 period,
did target potentially large markets, in this case French and German-speaking Europe.

The final commentary on East Kilbride’s global identity in the town’s marketing comes
from discussions of the Town Centre shopping area. Previously touched on in Chapter 1, the
Town Centre is noted by East Kilbride (Plaza Tower) as offering “400,000 sq. ft. of shopping
space – more than doubling the exisitng retail area” within the complex. 297 Alongside
commentary on the size of the development, the Town Centre is framed as a uniquely
international space in East Kilbride. Growthpoint remarks that the Town Centre had its basis in
North American shopping malls, stating that it was to be “[b]uilt on the lines of American and
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Canadian [shopping] centres”.298 East Kilbride notes the influences of the Town Centre with
precision, writing that the “revolutionary indoor shopping unit … will be similar in design to the
famous Yorkdale Plaza in Toronto and the first of its type in Britain”.299 8 Facts About East
Kilbride as well discusses the impact of Yorkdale Plaza on the Town Centre’s design, positing
that “the finest shopping centre in Scotland” would mimick Yorkdale Plaza’s layout and features
like air and temperature control. 300 Though most marketing of this period discusses global
economic integration in purely business terms, depictions of the Town Centre demonstrate the
impact which this phenomenon had on East Kilbride’s physical environment.
To conclude Section 2, it is necessary to reflect on how East Kilbride’s marketing
complicates how global economic integration is understood in postwar Scottish history. The first
contribution of this section is in contesting allegations of Scotland’s “branch-plant” economy.
Given the supposed multinational control of emergent industries, such as electronics, one would
expect to find a greater presence of foreign firms in East Kilbride. As Table 4.1 shows, industrial
employment in East Kilbride skewed heavily towards new industry, showing large working
populations in electrical engineering (IX), vehicle manufacturing (XI) and the “Distributive
Trades” (XXIII).301 Instead, statistics present in this section have suggested a marginal position
for international businesses in the town; at its 1970s peak, only about 1/10th of firms in East
Kilbride were of international origin. 302 Though some companies like Motorola did employ
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hundreds of residents,303 owing to the overall minor presence of overseas firms in the town, East
Kilbride cannot rightly be called a “branch-plant” for multinational business.

East Kilbride Employment by Industrial Sector, 1978
(British Standard Industrial Classification)
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Table 4.1: East Kilbride Employment by Industrial Sector, 1978. This table is compiled from statistics in East Kilbride Development Corporation
Industrial Presentation and shows the composition of industrial employment in East Kilbride. Utilizing the older “Standard Industrial Classification,”
the table shows a clear trend towards jobs in new and light industry in East Kilbride.

Section 2 has also offered insight on the origins of international businesses in Scotland’s
postwar economy. Broadly, economic integration in East Kilbride is not truly global over this
period. Development corporation publications indicate a consistently large American presence in
the town, with American firms growing from just over 60% of multinationals in East Kilbride in
1969 to more than 80% by 1977. 304 Moreover, marketing from this period seems to emphasize
recruiting additional American businesses to the town. This is most notable in discussions of
British participation in the European Community. For American firms hoping to get into Europe,
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East Kilbride being a “bridgehead” may have been compelling. Conversely, the negligible
overall increase in multinationals in the town over the same period,305 provides a potential
explanation for the publication of foreign language marketing. This thesis has commented on the
frailty of the British economy in the 1970s; however, this recession impacted developed
economies in North America and Europe moreover.306 Diversifying the origins of international
businesses in the town may have helped insulate against the effects of recession. Though East
Kilbride was hardly a “branch-plant” between 1968-1979, analysis carried out in Section 2 does
show how continued global economic integration unfolded in the town.
East Kilbride’s marketing also addresses the broader effects of globalization in the 20 th
century. The town’s status as a global actor is routinely stressed in marketing of this period, with
the perennial appearance of travel time being most notable. Beyond this, analysis of material
discussing the Town Centre shows the influence of global urban development trends on East
Kilbride,307 similar to the effects of empire on Glasgow’s built-environment seen in Section 1.
While global economic integration and globalization are used to differentiate the town in line
with Kavaratzis’ “smokestack chasing,” these references gesture to the wider impact of
globalization on East Kilbride. To further comment this, Chapter 4 now returns to the media
coverage of the town, in this case to analyze how East Kilbride is envisioned as a global site is
reporting from this period.
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Section 3: East Kilbride as Global in Newspaper Coverage
In surveying the development corporation’s press cuttings books, East Kilbride appears in two
overseas English-language publications, both from 1970. The “‘Miracle’ town of Scotland,”
published in the American Christian Science Monitor in April 1970, touches upon familiar topics
such as local industry and the National Engineering Laboratory. Important for Chapter 4 are
references to the town’s global connections in this article. Allusions to elements of global
economic integration found in East Kilbride’s marketing are as well present here, principally the
closeness of nearby airports. More interesting is this article’s note on tourism in the town, stating
that “many knowledgeable tourists are beginning to choose [East Kilbride] as a convenient and
modern center for touring the beauty spots of Scotland”. 308 This article then provides the first
indication of the town as a tourist site outside of the theoretical “modern tourist vision of
Scotland” seen in Chapter 2. On the whole, this article functions as an unofficial advertisement
for the “miracle town,” the success of which is impossible to assess.
The second article, “New Towns – Dramatic Reprieve from Slums” from the New York
Times, is more encompassing in its commentary on the town. Much of the first half of the article
centres on the purposes of the Scottish New Towns and what life is like in them. While there are
criticisms of elements of East Kilbride, chiefly its inadequate recreational facilities, the article
notes that there is “much to admire” such as the town’s “neat factories, warehouses and offices”
and working-class housing.309 East Kilbride’s global identity comes about in this article through
its narrative framing. “Dramatic Reprieve from Slums” chronicles a group of American planners
visiting planned settlements in Europe as part of an “urban design odyssey”. 310 Commentary on
the instructional potential of East Kilbride was previously seen in Chapter 2, namely the view
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that other Scottish towns could learn from how East Kilbride weathered the recession. By
contrast, East Kilbride is shown in this article as a place capable of informing urban planning
internationally, hearkening back to the internationalism of planning in the early-20th century.
While both of these articles reference global economic integration in some capacity, they are
more useful in gesturing to the additional impacts of globalization on the town.
Overtures to East Kilbride’s global identity are seen in national newspapers of this period
as well. One such instance of this comes from The Guardian, whose 1970 article “Rise of the
new towns” recognizes global economic integration through the development corporation’s skill
at enticing multinationals. 311 The Times’ 1974 article “Year of doubts and delays” also points to
this phenomenon. In this case, the article praises the development corporation’s ability to endure
the effects of global recession better than the other Scottish New Towns. 312 The final noteworthy
article from a national paper, “New towns still in good spirit” from the Financial Times,
comments directly on economic integration. Though focused on the dangers of local government
reform, the article points to the role of the Scottish New Towns in furthering global economic
integration in Scotland, stating that “[u]p to now the new towns have been spearheading the
campaign to attract industry from abroad”. In contrast to some Scottish historians noted earlier,
state policy is seen here as hindering global economic integration rather than helping it. 313
References to East Kilbride’s global identity are even more notable in local coverage of
the town. While discussions of how the world acted upon East Kilbride have been common
throughout this chapter, local articles illustrate the reciprocity of economic integration. An
important element of this phenomenon, the reciprocity of global economic integration has thus
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far gone unmentioned. An example of this comes from the Glasgow Herald article “New Town
in step with fashion”. This article remarks on the overseas reception of East Kilbride-produced
clothing, stating that the “wearable designs” of the local Lerose plant have purchasers “from
Russia to the United States”.314 A further gesture to this identity in local media comes from
another Glasgow Herald article, “Industry in the new towns”. Similar to “New town in step with
fashion,” the impact of East Kilbride’s goods abroad is remarked upon here, the article stating
that “Scotland now has a great many men and women … turning out a vast range of products
which find their way all over the world”. An additional characteristic of the reciprocity of global
economic integration is found in this article’s discussion of the overseas deputations of
development corporation staff. In order to entice investment, the article comments, “[t]he general
manager and other officials of East Kilbride development corporation” routinely visit overseas
cities and companies, 315 a common occurrence as documented in Section 4.
While some of the reporting on the town which discusses this identity seems cribbed
from development corporation marketing, analysis of East Kilbride’s media coverage has
revealed new information regarding global economic integration in postwar Scotland. Alongside
showing the town’s international linkages, Section 3 has furthered the discussion of economic
integration by showing its reciprocity. Discussions of East Kilbride-produced goods abroad and
the development corporation’s overseas visits illustrate that this phenomenon is reciprocal,
something absent from the town’s marketing. Moreover, examination of local media coverage
gestured to role of East Kilbride’s residents in maintaining this identity, such as in reporting on
the high numbers of people employed in firms exporting abroad. Additionally, interrogation of
the two American newspaper articles at this section’s outset point to the secondary impacts of
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globalization. Concerning tourism and global study of the town respectively, both articles note
East Kilbride’s internationalism beyond its economy. Section 4, exploring the annual reports of
the development corporation, sheds further light on the additional effects of both globalization
and global economic integration, while also questioning whether the town can be seen as global
based on its connections.
Section 4: East Kilbride as Global in Annual Reports
While both East Kilbride’s marketing and media coverage indicate that the town was undeniably
international between 1968-1979, its linkages seem to have mostly extended to North America
and Europe. This conclusion is challenged through statistics present in the development
corporation’s annual reports. The preeminent example of this are the reports’ visitor records.
Limited before the Annual Report, 1970,316 from this point onward the origins of the town’s
visitors are meticulously catalogued, with one paragraph describing named guests of the
development corporation and a second listing the origins of regular visitors. Evidence from these
reports point to the diverse backgrounds of visitors to the town while also showing the impact of
globalization on East Kilbride. To shed further light on the town’s global connectedness, Section
4 now analyzes the countries of origin of visitors to the town between fiscal year 1970-1980.
Table 4.2 reflects the incidence of named visitors in the annual reports between fiscal
year 1970-1980. There are two caveats to this graph. Firstly, Table 4.2 does not consider the
named British guests of the development corporation, frequently the largest group appearing in
the reports. This is owing to Table 4.2 being interested exclusively in the international visitors to
East Kilbride. Additionally, Table 4.2 does not show the total amount of named visitors during
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the period, instead representing the total incidence of international visitors to East Kilbride. This
decision was made because the annual reports do not disclose the precise number of visitors in
large groups; the 1974 report records individuals like “Mr John Armstrong, Australian High
Commissioner” and “Monsieur Jean Fournier, Agent General for Quebec,” visiting alongside
“[m]embers of the Association of Industrial Commissioners of Canada”. 317 Since their number
cannot be discerned, the latter group is counted as one incidence of international visitors.
In descending order: guests from North America are the largest group in this period
(25%), followed closely by Europe and Japan (both 23%), with Australian (16%) and African
(13%) visitors appearing least frequently. Table 4.2 thus seemingly confirms the pre-eminence of
North American and European interest in the town suggested in sections 2 & 3, though the
American presence in East Kilbride is less dominant than the town’s marketing asserts.
Interesting too is the large presence of named Japanese visitors. While a Japanese translation of
Growthpoint was produced in this period,318 Japanese firms are not remarked upon in East
Kilbride’s marketing, suggesting limited connections. Instead, the reports show numerous
Japanese guests during the 1970s, such as “Mr Y. Tamura, Director of the Japan Trade Centre”
and “Mr Hiroyuki Sekiya, The Mitsubishi Research Institute”.319 Government visitors to East
Kilbride are as well mentioned in the reports. Alongside Messrs. Armstrong and Fournier above,
the annual reports record the visitations of representatives, such as the “President and Chef de
Cabinet of the Sicilian Regional Assembly,” 320 and “his Excellency Nkomeni D. Nitawane, High
Commissioner of Swaziland”.321 Beyond Mr. Nitawane, African visitors included the “Mayor of
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Cape Town and his wife” in 1970,322 and “Sir Adetokunbo Ademola, Chairman of the
Commonwealth Foundation” in 1979 and 1980.323 It is partly because of the diverse backgrounds
of East Kilbride’s named guests that the town can rightly be seen as global during this period.
Incidence of Named International Visitors to East Kilbride (FY70-80)

16%
25%

23%

23%
13%
North America

Europe

Africa

Japan

Australia

Table 4.2: Incidence of Named International Visitors to East Kilbride, Fiscal Year 1970 – Fiscal Year 1980. While previous sections indicated that the
international presence in East Kilbride was primarily American & European, analysis of the annual reports suggest that the town had diverse
connections during this period.

Analysis of named visitors to East Kilbride over this period, while expanding the breadth
of the town’s international connections, is not indicative of the full scope of its global linkages.
The reports’ cataloguing of unnamed visitors proves more apt to this end. Initially ambiguous,
such as the “4,000 visitors from Britain and overseas” in 1968,324 later reports are more detailed.
The 1980 annual report for instance lists the 38 overseas countries which visitors to East Kilbride
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hailed from, stretching from Argentina to Singapore. 325 Guests from the global south are also
well-represented in reports between 1970-1980. The Annual Report, 1976 is especially
demonstrative to this end. Covering a bumper year for tourism on account of the Gaelic Mòd,326
the report states that the town received 15,000 visitors between April 1975 and March 1976.
Among these were visitors from dominions like Canada and Australia, alongside non-settler
colonies like Ghana, Bangladesh and Malaysia. 327 The 1977 report too remarks on guests from
developing nations, recording visitors from Indonesia, Sierra Leone, Malawi and Colombia in
addition to those from European nations like France and Sweden.328 Tourists from the Eastern
Bloc too are found in reports from this decade, including Yugoslavia and Hungary in the Annual
Report, 1978,329 and Bulgaria and “Russia” in the 1980 report.330
While business and tourism brought many to the town, other factors driving international
visitors to East Kilbride are highlighted in the annual reports as well. Echoing the New York
Times article above, many reports from the 1970s reference the planning tours which passed
through East Kilbride. The reports from 1976 and 1978-1980, for instance, comment on the
visitation of the annual “International Study Tour of British New Towns”. 331 In addition to these
are the “Study from Japan on New Town Development” noted in the Annual Report 1976,332 and
the Commonwealth New Towns Conference in September 1979. 333 In addition to large groups,
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the professions listed alongside certain named guests suggests that they visited East Kilbride to
study it. These include “Mr W. R. Mason and Mr G. Ferguson … of the Irvine Ranch New Town
Company, California” in 1972, 334 and “Mr Lester Gross, General Manager of Harbinson
Development Corporation South Carolina,” in 1973.335 While on the one hand speaking to the
endurance of urban planning’s internationalism, these visits to East Kilbride further gesture to
the varied effects which postwar globalization had on the town.
Similar to the discussion of Britain’s entry into the European Community in Section 2,
the impact of international events on East Kilbride are likewise noted in the annual reports. Here,
the emphasis is upon the issues straining global economic integration. Foremost among these are
the reports’ discussions of the global recession. The Annual Report, 1975 speaks to the difficulty
of attracting industry to East Kilbride, with factors such as the three-day working week, high
prices and the “world energy crisis” making the task more difficult. 336 The fate of the Cincinnati
Shaper Company, a mainstay in marketing as seen above, is commented upon as well. On
account of the “international economic situation,” the 1976 annual report states that the company
was forced to withdraw from the town, thereby speaking to the tension on economic integration
in this decade.337 Beyond the economy, additional international affairs effecting East Kilbride
likewise receive comment. The most notable of these is the town’s housing of Ugandan refugees.
Likely displaced by Idi Amin’s expulsion of Uganda’s Asians,338 the Annual Report, 1973 states
that the “Government and Ugandan Resettlement Board” had requested that houses be made
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available for refugees. Continuing, the report writes that most of the 20 houses set aside had
“been taken up and the [Ugandan] families appear to be settling happily in East Kilbride”.339
While this section has so far focused on global forces’ impact on East Kilbride, to
conclude Section 4 it is necessary to return to how reciprocity in global economic integration is
noted in these texts. The foremost evidence to this end is the reports’ chronicling of the
international deputations made by development corporation officers. Referenced in Section 3, the
earliest substantial discussion comes from the Annual Report, 1970’s remark that a promotional
campaign aimed at the “Japanese, German, Swiss and Swedish markets” was in development. 340
The fruits of some of these visits are commented upon in the 1972 report, wherein it is noted that
“largely as a result of the visits to Germany and Switzerland … increasing interest has been
shown during the year by business men and journalists from both countries”. 341 The annual
report of 1973 likewise indicates reciprocity, pointing to the successful “visit by the General
Manager to Japan in May and June, 1972,” which “stimulated considerable interest on the part of
Japanese industrialists, bankers and journalists”. 342 The consequences of the recession are as well
commented upon. The Annual Report, 1977 notes the “large amount of interest” in the recentlyvacated Standard Telephone and Cables plant in East Kilbride from those industrialists visited
during the development corporation’s “very successful tour” of several North American cities. 343
Analysis of the annual reports has provided new information to reinforce points made in
previous sections. Regarding global economic integration, reports from between 1968-1979
provide a contemporary voice on how this phenomenon unfolded in East Kilbride. Alongside
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showing how economic integration acted upon the town, investigation of these reports further
demonstrated the reciprocity of this relationship, the overseas deputations of the development
corporation illustrating this most effectively. Analysis of these texts also shows the factors
straining global economic integration in this period, painting the complications of the world
recession on the town in stark relief. Examination of the annual reports further notes the
secondary effects of this process, chiefly by showing the presence of various types of
international tourism in East Kilbride. Though many of these visits were shown to be businesscentric, the reports also noted the prevalence of planning tours in the town.
Conclusion to Chapter 4
Alongside being “oceanic” and “imperial,” David Marquand writes that “the identity embodied
by the British state was quintessentially global”. 344 Is it any surprise then that East Kilbride,
whose connections with Britain ran deep in this period as shown in Chapter 3, would be global in
turn? On initial appraisal, the answer to that question may, in fact, be “yes”. While quick to
recognize the “branch-plant” stereotype of the Scottish New Towns, few historians of postwar
Scotland consider the wider implications of global economic integration for these settlements.
Instead, the Scottish New Towns are depicted as passive entities acted upon by the emergent
capitalist order but not acting upon it themselves. The material examined in Chapter 4 contests
this view, challenging both the “branch-plant” stereotype as well as showing the reciprocity of
this relationship. To close out this chapter, this conclusion reflects on East Kilbride’s global
identity and how study of it has revealed new information in postwar Scottish history.
Foremost in advancing this thesis’ goal has been Chapter 4’s analysis of global economic
integration and how it was conveyed in East Kilbride’s archival materials. Through an analysis
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of all of this thesis’ major source bases it has been possible to offer insights on Scotland’s global
linkages and how they were understood in the postwar. Among the most regular ways that this
was found in the town’s marketing was regarding East Kilbride’s closeness to transit hubs,
frequently used to show the theoretical proximity of the town to major international centres.
Studying this identity has then gestured towards how actors in postwar Scotland leveraged the
country’s evolving global connections and utilized them for varied purposes. Discussions of how
these linkages impacted the town itself were as well notable and included references to the Town
Centre shopping mall and the presence of multinational corporations in East Kilbride. Both of
these illustrate the actual effects of international connectedness on the town, showing how it was
woven into East Kilbride’s physical environment. Examination of this identity also showed the
reciprocity of global economic integration, chiefly present in East Kilbride’s newspaper coverage
and annual reports. As noted above, insights regarding this reciprocity challenge the “branchplant” caricature of Scotland in the postwar but are also revealing of how elements of Scotland
engaged with the world in the postwar.
Initially economic, further investigation of this identity showed the non-commercial links
between Scotland and the world, with interrogation of these archival sources presenting new
information regarding the contours of globalization in postwar Scotland. One facet of this
initially indicated to in East Kilbride’s newspaper coverage was the continued internationalism
of planning in the postwar, with study of East Kilbride’s annual reports revealing this in greater
detail. An important observation which shed light on who was visiting East Kilbride between
1968-1979, this insight aligns with the work of authors like Stephen V. Ward and shows the
enduring interests by overseas planners in Britain’s planned settlements. Additionally, analysis
of the town’s global identity has pointed to how specific international events in this period
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impacted the East Kilbride. Analysis of the town’s marketing showed how the development
corporation leveraged Britain’s entry into the European Community to sell East Kilbride, while
study of the annual reports showed how the town was forced to grapple with an incoming
refugee population from Uganda. All of these instances speak to the effects of globalization on
postwar Scotland with each shedding new light on some of the country’s international linkages
during this period. This concludes Chapter 4 and the analysis portion of this thesis altogether.
The final chapter of this thesis is a conclusion with three aims; recapitulating how chapters 2-4
advanced this thesis’ goal, providing additional possibilities of research and providing rhetorical
closure through a brief discussion of this thesis’ inspirations.
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Conclusion
This thesis has outlined three of East Kilbride’s primary identities between 1968-1979 and has
shown how they were conveyed in three major archival source bases; East Kilbride’s marketing,
its media coverage and the annual reports of its development corporation. In doing so, this thesis
has illustrated how study of the town reveals new insights for postwar Scottish history. In
offering its closing remarks, this brief conclusion has three goals. The first of these is to show
how study of these identities in chapters 2-4 has advanced this thesis’ aim, briefly summarizing
each chapter and how it provided new information on postwar Scotland. Secondly, this
conclusion endeavours to present further avenues of possible research, noting how future
scholarship may build upon the work carried out here. Lastly, this conclusion presents rhetorical
closure through a discussion of the two principal inspirations for this thesis.
Section 1: The Path Followed
This thesis endeavoured to show three primary identities of East Kilbride New Town as they
existed between 1968-1979. Though there were necessary limitations to this project, it was
possible to see how these identities shifted and developed over the course of this period.
Importantly, this thesis has not solely illustrated how these identities were represented over this
decade but, through the use of sources beyond East Kilbride’s advertising and marketing, has
been able to show what the town’s Scottish, British and global identities looked like over this
important time in postwar Scottish history. While analysis of just the representations of these
identities would have been interesting, this thesis was able to more effectively illuminate postwar
Scottish history through its focus on these identities themselves.
Chapter 2 analyzed East Kilbride’s Scottish identity and how this identity was presented
in the town’s marketing and its newspaper coverage. To aid in its analysis, this chapter addressed
three questions: “How was East Kilbride portrayed as Scottish?”, “How are themes in postwar
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Scottish history reflected in East Kilbride’s Scottishness” and “Was East Kilbride’s Scottish
identity contested?” To help make sense of these questions, this chapter began with an overview
of some of the contributions of recent scholarship on Scottishness and Scottish identity,
concluding by noting that Scottishness has historically been self-fashioned. This was then
applied to East Kilbride, with Chapter 2 holding that East Kilbride’s Scottish identity was
premised on the Scottishness cultivated by its development corporation. It was theorized that this
was done to distance the town from the brusque nationalist Scottishness of the SNP in the 1960s
and 1970s. Examination of East Kilbride’s marketing confirmed this point, revealing the
qualities of this form of Scottishness while also noting how this identity differentiated the town
from competing Scottish centres, distancing it from unsavoury elements of contemporary
Scotland. Alongside studying the town’s marketing, Chapter 2 also looked at depictions of East
Kilbride’s Scottish identity in its media coverage. These sources provided a voice which engaged
with this form of Scottishness directly, challenging its emphasis on providing welfare.
The analysis carried out in Chapter 2 presented powerful observations which help shed
new light on postwar Scottish history. The most immediately apparent of these concerned
Scottish identity and Scottishness in the postwar. Chapter 2 provided an additional example of
self-fashioned Scottishness, while simultaneously noting how Scottish identity was negotiated by
actors in this period. Similarly, this chapter showed how events in the postwar directly shaped
Scottish identity, evident in the rejection of the stereotype of Scottish labour in representations of
East Kilbride’s Scottish identity. Further, this chapter remarked on the lived experience of the
welfare state in the postwar. This was notable in the discussion of the failures of East Kilbride to
provide for its most vulnerable residents, as seen in the town’s media coverage. These documents
thus exposed the gaps in the provision of welfare in one segment of postwar Scottish society.
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Chapter 3 studied East Kilbride’s British identity and how it was depicted in the town’s
marketing and annual reports. Through an analysis of Scotland’s integration into Britain it was
possible to discern the form of Britishness which was present in East Kilbride’s archival
material. Three characteristics of this understanding of Britishness were notable in this section:
the pervasiveness of the British state, the need to be socially incorporative and reduced identity
pluralism. Analysis of East Kilbride’s marketing showed the employment of all of these
properties with particular emphasis on the role of the pervasiveness of the British state in
supporting the town. By contrast, interrogation of East Kilbride annual reports demonstrated how
this form of Britishness was operative in East Kilbride between 1968-1979, most notable in its
analysis of the direct financial relationship between the British state and the town in this period.
Study of East Kilbride’s British identity too advanced this thesis’ goal. One way that this
was accomplished was by yielding new information on the trajectory of the relationship between
Scotland and the British state. Evidence to this end in the town’s annual reports included how the
British state failed to grapple with the effects of recession in the 1970s and how the failure of
Stonehouse New Town intersected with local government reform. This relationship was also
noted in East Kilbride’s marketing, with publications like Industry Booms in East Kilbride
reflecting upon how the state attempted to financially support Scotland in the postwar. The other
principal contribution of this chapter to this thesis’ aim were the insights which it provided
concerning Britishness and British identity in the postwar. Analysis of this identity showed how
some actors in postwar Scotland both understood a prevailing form of Britishness in this period
as well as embodied it, with this latter point being most evident in East Kilbride’s annual reports.
Chapter 4 investigated the final identity which this thesis was interested in, East Kilbride
as global. Seen as salient when the town’s internationalism and international connections were
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stressed, this identity was found in all of the major archival source bases used in this thesis.
Alongside interrogating this identity, Chapter 4 endeavoured to show the consequences of global
economic integration on East Kilbride between 1968-1979. To begin accomplishing this goal,
Section 1 of this chapter focused on the history of global economic integration in Scotland while
also commenting on some of the effects of globalization. The consequences of global economic
integration and globalization were then remarked upon in the analysis sections of this chapter.
Depictions of global economic integration were most notable in East Kilbride’s marketing, seen
in portrayals of the town’s closeness to major transit hubs in Scotland, the presence of
multinational corporations in the town and the consequences of international events on East
Kilbride. Examination of the town’s media coverage and annual reports, while also showing
global economic integration, pointed to the effects of globalization on the town more broadly.
Situating Scottish history globally is not a new phenomenon; however, this approach is
new for East Kilbride and recognizing the town’s global connectedness has provided important
observations for postwar Scottish history. Foremost are the insights which this investigation of
identity has yielded with respect to global economic integration in postwar Scotland. Alongside
showing how this phenomenon was represented, analysis carried out in this chapter remarked
upon its reciprocity. Evidence regarding this reciprocity appeared throughout the town’s
newspaper coverage and annual reports, showing how East Kilbride acted upon the world during
this period. It was concluded that study of the town challenges how we have historically
understood global economic integration in postwar Scotland. Beyond this, examination of this
identity also illustrated the broader effects of globalization on Scotland in the postwar. Insights
to this end included how the internationalism of urban planning during this period intersected
with East Kilbride and how global events in the postwar impacted the country. Having briefly
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summarized how study of three of East Kilbride’s identities complicate postwar Scottish history,
this chapter now discusses some avenues of possible study.
Section 2: Future Possibilities
If the recent work of Lynn Abrams et al. is any indication, then the future of East Kilbride in
Scottish history is bright. While the interests of their work diverge from my own, their
scholarship speaks to renewed interest in the town. Section 2 will lay out some of the possible
approaches which additional scholarship on the town may explore, reflecting upon how the
history of postwar Scotland can benefit from further investigation of the town. This is not a
prescription for future work but, instead, some paths which may be followed.
Among the principal ways which this thesis suggests possibilities for future scholarship is
in continuing to apply Bauman’s idea of “liquidity” to the identities examined here. The
interrogation of Scottish identity found in Chapter 2, for instance, gestures to the potential of
exploring how this identity continued to develop over time. Work to this end could evaluate how
the commitment to welfare changed with the arrival of neoliberalism in the 1980s, thereby
expanding our understanding of how this political ideology contested an institution which some
Scots saw as central to their Scottish identity. Similarly, additional investigation of the town’s
British identity would likewise be able to show how it evolved over time while also being able to
illustrate how the form of Britishness found in the town’s archival sources crystallized during the
1950s. Reflection on identity from early in East Kilbride’s history is rare, 345 with analysis of
whether contemporary events like the disintegration of empire effected British identity in East
Kilbride being entirely absent. Lastly, further work on the town’s global identity would likewise
help to show how this identity changed over time. Examination of this identity from the 1980s
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Agency, and the Production of New Selves in a New Town,” 589.
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onwards could ask whether the increased diversity of international businesses, such as the
increased presence of Japanese firms, 346 impacted how the town was represented as global.
Alongside further scholarship on the identities highlighted in this thesis, another possible
approach would be to use work carried out here to engage with Scotland’s other New Towns.
With the possible exception of Cumbernauld New Town,347 academic interest in Scotland’s New
Towns has been mostly absent, a point which is doubly true for their identities. The remaining
New Towns – Glenrothes, Livingston and Irvine – each present possibilities for interesting work
which would further enhance how postwar Scotland is understood. One possible avenue of study
would be to analyze how the development corporations of these New Towns attempted to
encourage multinational relocation and whether they too attempted to brand their towns as being
distinctly global. Similarly, comparative analysis of Scottish and British identity in the other
Scottish New Towns would prove insightful in illustrating how these towns grappled with some
of the events and processes of the postwar. Possibly most interesting to this end is Glenrothes
New Town located in Fife. Originally established as a coal mining settlement, an industry noted
in Chapter 2 as among the most militant in the postwar, interrogation of how Glenrothes was
depicted as Scottish may be able to show whether the town and its development corporation
sought to reinterpret the traditional image of Scotland and how this was done.
Certain historical disciplines as well benefit from additional study of East Kilbride. One
such field is the urban history of postwar Britain. This thesis has routinely commented on how
the town diverged from traditional planned settlements in Britain. Study of East Kilbride’s
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Scottish identity demonstrated how the town’s uniqueness was used to show its superiority to
competing centres, while analysis of its marketing in Chapter 4 illustrated how East Kilbride was
framed as distinctly global in the postwar. Most interesting is the work carried out in Chapter 3,
with interrogation of East Kilbride’s annual reports showing how state policies shaped the town.
Future scholarship on East Kilbride may take a comparative approach, using the insights gleaned
here to evaluate the town against Britain’s other New Towns, comparable to Peter Wilmott’s
1964 article which contrasted East Kilbride with Stevenage New Town.348 Similarly, additional
urban history on East Kilbride may be able to use the town to problematize certain historical
narratives. One path to this end may be to employ the town’s media coverage and annual reports
to engage with the “New Town Blues,” a feeling of alienation among residents of Britain’s New
Towns. Though some work which used East Kilbride to this effect is noted by Abrams et al., it is
quite old and more current scholarship is needed. 349 The minutes of East Kilbride’s Town
Council, in addition to the minutes of the county and regional councils, would as well help show
how the town interacts with postwar urban history, offering a possible contrast with the
development corporation’s annual reports.
Political historians of Scotland and Britain too should be interested in East Kilbride.
Though this thesis’ interest was on some of East Kilbride’s identities, it has presented insights of
interest to this field, such as noting the absence of local politics in representations of the town as
Scottish, or on how national policies affected East Kilbride. Building upon this thesis’ work on
how state policies impacted the town, future work could re-evaluate the designation of East
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Kilbride. This would update the older scholarship of Roger Smith, while also offering new
insight on the early history the town.350 New Town designation was frequently a fraught affair,351
and more current studies may further our understanding of the civic resistance to East Kilbride
and the New Towns project as a whole. Regarding Scottish political history in the postwar, the
most notable point of intersection with East Kilbride is regarding the SNP’s presence in the
town. As was stated at the outset of Chapter 2, the party apparently had higher support in the
Scottish New Towns and a more in-depth review could show its success in East Kilbride.
Similarly, further investigations could as well note how the 1979 and 1997 devolution referenda
were debated in East Kilbride, both of which featured staunch opposition from sections of
Scottish society. 352 Study of this debate could help postwar Scottish political history move away
from the nationalist-unionist dichotomy which much of it continues to be coloured by.
The economic history of postwar Scotland would also benefit from scholarship on East
Kilbride. This thesis has noted how economic circumstances shaped some of the town’s
identities. Further study of East Kilbride may be able to illustrate how other financial recessions
impacted the town, with its annual reports and the intimate reflections contained within them
proving instrumental to this task. Undertaking this study may allow for a firmer understanding
on how Scottish towns and cities responded to economic crisis in the postwar, while also
showing how elements of daily life were affected by these phenomena, expanding on the work of
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authors like Arthur McIvor.353 Furthermore, additional study of East Kilbride may seek to
analyze the financial statistics contained within its annual reports. In particular, work to this end
may be able to identify with precision how changes in government and political ideology shaped
East Kilbride’s finances and the impact which this had on the town more generally. The
granularity of these texts makes East Kilbride an excellent candidate for an exploration of how
the advocacy of Scottish Secretary Willie Ross shaped the financial circumstances of Scottish
towns in the postwar, for instance. Having suggested future avenues of study, this thesis
concludes by reflecting on its inspirations.
Section 3: Parting Thoughts
There were two principal inspirations which guided my decision to write on East Kilbride. The
first of these was Erika Rappaport’s Thirst for Empire: How Tea Shaped the Modern World. A
commodity history at its core, Rappaport’s ability to show the entanglements between the tea
trade and British history was inspirational, with two case studies being particularly informative
for this thesis. The first is Rappaport’s discussion of the “especially rich and diverse” archive of
19th century tea-seller John Horniman and Co.354 Though pictographically unremarkable
compared to later advertisements, it was the ability to convey layered meanings through these
advertisements which I found especially intriguing. Alongside this is Rappaport’s analysis of the
“Tea Revives You” campaign of the interwar, with Rappaport again showing the intersections
between marketing and the important phenomena of this era.355
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In addition to Rappaport’s work, the other inspiration for this thesis is reproduced in
Figure 5.1. Encountered during my visit to the South Lanarkshire Council Archives in May
2018, “EAST KILBRIDE. Planned to bring life back into living” provides an encapsulation of
the commitment to welfare which theoretically underpinned New Town development. Showing
people of all ages engaged in activities, it was after encountering this advertisement that I
decided to focus my thesis around what East Kilbride’s promotional materials could “say” about
the town. Upon realizing that East Kilbride’s advertising and marketing alone would be
insufficient to carry this thesis, this project evolved into a wider discussion of some of the town’s
identities and how they are conveyed in its archival sources.

Figure 5.1: Advertisement, SLA EK9/1/87 – “EAST KILBRIDE.
Planned to bring life back into living,” 1972/5. This
advertisement shows residents of East Kilbride engaged in
aspects of their day-to-day lives.
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For as much as this thesis has been about illuminating elements of postwar Scottish
history, it has also been a call to recognize the potential of examining advertising and marketing.
In writing this thesis it has been possible to see the different ways that the development
corporation used promotional materials to convey qualities of the town. From the history of the
welfare state to the potential of Europe, marketing East Kilbride involved connecting it to
seemingly unrelated events and processes with some amount of style. While the town’s
promotional materials were not always eloquent, such as in Figure 3.1, they advanced the need
for East Kilbride to contemporary audiences in their own way. If nothing else, researching
marketing potentially serves as an inspiration, as it did in my case. This concludes this thesis’
analysis of East Kilbride, a New Town with much to say about postwar Scotland.
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Appendix

Data for Table 1.1 covering the publicity expenditure of the East Kilbride Development Corporation between Fiscal Year 1968 and Fiscal Year 1980.
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Data for Table 3.1 covering the Capital Advance after Yearly Deductions (in £GBP) between Fiscal Year 1968 and 1979.
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Data for Table 3.2 covering Housing Subsidies (in £GBP) between Fiscal Year 1968 and Fiscal Year 1980.
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Data for Table 3.3 covering Rental Rebates (in £GBP) between Fiscal Year 1968 and Fiscal Year 1980.
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Data for Table 4.1 covering the Industrial Employment in East Kilbride, 1978. Statistics taken from SLAEK9/6/36, East Kilbride Development
Corporation Industrial Presentation, 14th March 1978, 20-21.
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Data for Table 4.2 covering the incidence of international named visitors to East Kilbride between Fiscal Year 1970 to Fiscal Year 1980.

